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Query-Driven Visualization Strategies for the Analysis and Visualization of Large, Complex Datasets

Abstract

There is an urgent need in scientific communities, driven by their ability to generate ever-larger, increasingly complex data, for scalable analysis methods that rapidly identify salient trends in scientific data. Query-Driven Visualization (QDV) methods are among the small subset of techniques that are able to address both large and highly complex datasets—e.g. multivariate, multitemporal, and multiresolution representations of scalar, vector, and function field data. This dissertation presents new methods that either directly extend the utility and accelerate the performance of QDV as a whole, or enable QDV’s substantial and flexible analysis strengths to be applied to new areas of scientific research.

The first part of this dissertation presents a new data-parallel strategy that accelerates the most fundamental task performed by QDV: the evaluation of user defined, ad hoc queries. The second part of this dissertation extends QDV strategies to analyze and visualize time-varying adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) data. AMR techniques are used in many scientific communities to efficiently and accurately model complex, continuous physical phenomena. By extending QDV methods to address the dynamic spatiotemporal properties of time-varying AMR data, I provide scientists with a powerful tool for visually analyzing the data generated from these important simulations. The final part of this dissertation leverages statistical analysis methods to generate deeper insight into the regions that are selected by a user’s query. In this effort I introduce two new methods that increase the utility of query-driven strategies. The first strategy uses correlation fields, created between pairs of variables, in conjunction with the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of variables expressed in a user’s query. This strategy identifies important variable interactions within query regions. The second strategy forms a statistical-based segmentation within the query-region to generate deeper insight into the “statistical structure” of a user’s query. In this approach, seg-
ments indicate which variable contributes most to the underlying joint density distribution of the user’s query. These segments, when used in conjunction with each variable’s CDF, intuitively aid users in refining the constraints over the variables in their query.
Part I

Query-Driven Visualization
Chapter 1

An Introduction to Query-Driven Visualization Strategies

Query-Driven Visualization (QDV) is a visualization-based discovery strategy that supports rapid data analysis, fosters dataset exploration, and helps scientists to interactively test and build hypothesis with their data, thereby accelerating the scientific discovery process. The term “Query-Driven Visualization” refers to the strategy of restricting computational and cognitive workloads, by either limiting or prioritizing processing, visualization and interpretation, exclusively to records defined to be scientifically important by the scientist. This strategy is based upon the observation that smaller subsets of data are usually the genesis of insight or breakthroughs to new trends [13,45]; QDV’s goal is to accelerate the task of finding these important subsets of data.

At a high level, QDV proceeds as a simple two-step process: query evaluation followed by the analysis and visualization of the query’s results. Figure 1.1 illustrates this two-step process in the context of a QDV-based scientific workflow (bottom workflow) and contrasts it with a more traditional workflow (top workflow). The QDV user begins by characterizing, through a set of range conditions defined on selected variables (e.g. 1000 < temperature < 1200), properties for data considered to be scientifically important. These constraints form the criteria necessary to construct a query, referred to as a boolean range query, whose solution separates records that are not important to the user’s research from those records that are.

From a lower level, accelerated query processing techniques—the beige region of “Scien-
Scientific Data Management” in the bottom workflow of Figure 1.1—are first used to rapidly locate and isolate the records that meet the user’s definition for important. After locating this data, analysis and visualization efforts are focused exclusively to these records. In QDV, the results of a query are traditionally visualized by rendering each record that passes the query as a single hexahedral cell; cell locations correspond to regions in the spatial domain where variable values meet the user’s query constraints. Figure 1.2 illustrates applied Query-Driven Visualization using this type of cell-based rendering. Without querying to filter the important records, significant computational and cognitive resources are wasted in processing large amounts of data that are not particularly relevant to the user’s needs.

As an illustrative example, assume a user is analyzing a dataset that simulates methane combustion. Further suppose that the user is interested in determining how concentrations of methane are distributed spatially throughout a fixed range of pressure (i.e. $5000 < \text{pressure} <$...
Figure 1.2: Illustration of applied query-driven visualization (QDV) using cell-based rendering. (a) shows the regions corresponding to high pressure in a simulated supernova. (b) indicates the regions where high velocity, along the z-axis, occur in the same dataset. In the lower row of images, regions selected in (a) and (b) are combined using logical join, (c), and intersect, (d), operations. In (c) the colors correspond to regions of either high pressure (blue) OR high velocity (green). In contrast, the solution region rendered in (d) is rendered as a single color; this region contains both high pressure AND high velocity.
10000) from this combustion data. The user begins by constructing an initial query for records where \(\text{methane} < 1\text{e-6} \) AND \((5000 < \text{pressure} < 10000)\). In such a query, the user is essentially requesting: “Show me the (spatial) regions where low concentrations of methane exist within a specific range of pressure.”

The first QDV stage processes this query and identifies all records that satisfy the user’s constraints. The second stage renders these regions to depict spatially where in the dataset the query’s constraints were met. This process is, in many cases, very rapid and allows for interactive exploration of large, complex data. Thus after the initial query is processed and rendered, the user in my example could steadily increment the range constraints for methane concentration, while keeping the constraints for pressure fixed, and observe the changing records rendered in the visualization. The total process, sequentially querying and rendering regions of increasing methane concentration in a fixed range of pressure, interactively provides the information the user seeks.

This interactive and explorative approach taken by QDV is consistent with the needs of many scientific users who need methods that provide support, in the capacity of hypothesis testing and interactive exploration, to help them find and focus on critical features hidden in large, complex datasets—e.g. multivariate, multitemporal, and multiresolution representations of scalar, vector and function field data. This dissertation presents new methods that either directly extend the utility and accelerate the performance of QDV as a whole, or enable QDV’s substantial and flexible analysis strengths to be applied to new areas of scientific research.

**Accelerating Query-Driven Analysis and Visualization**

I begin this dissertation (Part II) by presenting work that accelerates one of the most fundamental tasks performed in Query-Driven Visualization (QDV): the evaluation of user-defined ad hoc boolean range queries. One of the primary methods for accelerating the task of answering a query is to employ means for answering a query with parallel support, i.e. divide the work of the query over multiple processors and evaluate these individual portions of work simultaneously, in parallel. While high-end performance solutions for such a strategy would enlist the aid of networked CPU clusters or supercomputers, the path that I explore is to utilize a resource that is more accessible to researchers, the graphics processing unit (GPU). Current GPUs offer substantial performance
benefits over modern CPUs: accelerated processing capabilities afforded through massive data parallelism and rapid on-board data transfer rates. Additionally, they offer one of the cheapest forms of raw computational power available.

There are, however, challenges to utilizing this powerful resource for answering a query: GPU utility is limited by a reduced memory store and there are significant I/O performance limitations associated with accessing and transferring data from disk, or across networks, to the GPU. I address these challenges with a new Data-Parallel Bin-based Indexing Strategy (DP-BIS) that effectively utilizes the parallel processing power of the GPU. My approach concentrates on reducing both the amount of bandwidth and memory required to answer a query. I achieve this goal by integrating two key strategies: bin-based encoding and data partitioning facilitated through a modified Order-preserving Bin-based Cluster (OrBiC) [114]. Combined, the encoded data and modified OrBiC tables help overcome the limitations imposed by limited GPU memory and reduce the amount of data that must be accessed from disk when answering a query. In timing measurements the DP-BIS index can be 18X faster than existing indexing technologies such as the projection index. I employ the performance benefits of the DP-BIS index to create a GPU-based QDV engine in the next area of my research. In Part III of this dissertation, I address the challenges of applying QDV strategies to a specific type of multitemporal, multiresolution data referred to as adaptive mesh refinement data.

Extending the Utility of Query-Driven Analysis and Visualization

Query-Driven Analysis and Visualization of Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) Data

In scientific research, the ability to generate detailed simulations that model time-dependent complex phenomena is essential to obtaining new insight and understanding. Unfortunately, these simulations can often place severe demands on computational and storage resources. AMR-based simulations ease these demands by extending the dynamic range of grid-based numerical methods beyond the limits feasibly supportable by hardware (i.e. when using a single-resolution grid of equivalent numerical accuracy). Emphasizing user-controlled spatiotemporal adaptivity throughout a given simulation, AMR methods provide substantial computational and storage savings over static grid approaches. AMR’s resource-saving attributes have popularized the utilization of AMR techniques extensively in the fields of computational physics [14], engineering, combustion chem-
istry [15, 27], and now more recently, astrophysics [29] and cosmology [21, 81].

In this work, Part III of this dissertation, I introduce a new method that directly addresses the challenges associated with visualizing the dynamic spatial and dynamic temporal properties inherent in time-varying AMR data. I present a two-step method for compositing and synchronizing AMR data from a series of timesteps. I first generate a composite template from the AMR grid hierarchies of these timesteps; the composite template preserves the finest level of grid cell refinement from each grid hierarchy. I then synchronize each timestep’s grid hierarchy to the composite template. This approach enables my method to process queries on a common AMR grid hierarchy. Using this data structure, I move the work of query processing to the GPU to realize the benefit of greatly accelerated QDV analysis. This work represents the first GPU-based QDV engine.

**Statistical Analysis for Query-Driven Visualization**

In the remaining portion of this dissertation, Part IV, I present new methods to extend the amount of information and insight that user’s are able to obtain from QDV strategies. In Chapter 4, I present a new method for visually conveying statistical information about the trends that exist between variables in a user’s query. In this method, correlation fields, created between pairs of variables, are used with the cumulative distribution functions of variables expressed in a user’s query. This integrated use of cumulative distribution functions and correlation fields visually reveals, with respect to the solution space of the query, statistically important interactions between any three variables, and allows for trends between these variables to be readily identified. I demonstrate this method with two chemical combustion simulations by analyzing interactions between differing chemical species.

Following the theme of this statistics-oriented work, I present (Chapter 5) a statistics-based framework that models the underlying joint distribution within a query’s solution. Using this model greatly enhances the information a user obtains from a query. For example, by exploring the limits of this distribution, users can visualize meaningful query boundaries. Exploring the distribution range inside these boundaries provides the user with critical information that can serve as a guide for refining the constraints over specific variables in the query. Finally, when constructing this joint distribution, I can formulate a segmentation between variables based on the distribution of all
variables constrained in the query. This segmentation facilitates both a direct visualization of how a user’s query is composed and the importance of each variable to the joint distribution of the query.

I conclude this dissertation in Part V by outlining key areas for new QDV-related research.
Part II

Accelerating Query-Driven Visualization

Through Data Parallelism
Chapter 2

Data Parallel Bin-Based Indexing for Answering Queries on Multi-Core Architectures

2.1 Introduction

Growth in dataset size significantly outpaces the growth of CPU speed and disk throughput. As a result, the efficiency of existing query processing techniques is greatly challenged [12, 28, 45]. The need for accelerated I/O and processing performance forces many researchers to seek alternative techniques for query evaluation. One general trend is to develop highly parallel methods for the emerging parallel processors, such as multi-core processors, cell processor, and the general-purpose graphics processing units (GPU) [7]. In this work, I propose a new parallel indexing data structure that utilizes a Data Parallel Bin-based Index Strategy (DP-BIS). I show that the available concurrency in DP-BIS can be fully exploited on commodity multi-core CPU and GPU architectures.

The majority of existing parallel database systems work focuses on making use of multiple loosely-coupled clusters, typified as shared-nothing systems [10, 30, 64, 76, 86, 87]. Recently, a new parallel computing trend has emerged. These type of parallel machines consist of multiple tightly-coupled processing units, such as multi-core CPUs, cell processors, and general-purpose
GPUs. The evolution of such machines in the coming decade is to support a tremendous number of concurrent threads working from a shared memory. For example, NVIDIA’s 8800 GTX GPU—the GPU used in this work—has 16 multiprocessors, each of which supports 768 concurrent execution threads. Combined, these multiprocessors allow the GPU to manage over 12,000 concurrent execution threads. Fully utilizing such data parallelism on shared-memory systems requires developing new query processing algorithms that can support high levels of concurrency with respect to computation and data access.

A number of researchers have successfully demonstrated the employment of GPUs for database operations [32, 42, 43, 50]. Among the database operations, one of the basic tasks is to select a number of records based on a set of user specified conditions, e.g. “SELECT: records FROM: combustion_simulation WHERE: pressure > 100.” Many GPU-based works that process such queries do so with a projection of the base data [43, 99]. Following the terminology in literature, I use the term projection index to describe this method of sequentially and exhaustively scanning all base data records contained in a column to answer a query [80]. On CPUs, there are a number of indexing methods that can answer queries faster than the projection index [25, 35, 113], but most of these indexing methods do not offer high enough levels of concurrency to take full advantage of a GPU. DP-BIS fully utilizes the GPU’s data parallelism when answering a selection query; each thread on the GPU is used to independently access and evaluate an individual record. This one-to-one mapping of threads-to-records lets the DP-BIS index process large amounts of data using over 12,000 concurrent parallel operations at any one time.

Though GPUs offer tremendous data parallelism, their utility for database tasks is limited by a small store of resident memory. For example, the largest amount of memory available on NVIDIA’s Quadro FX GPU is currently 4.0 GB, which is much too small to hold projections of all columns from a dataset of interest [12, 28, 45]. DP-BIS presents one method for ameliorating the challenges imposed by limited GPU memory. The DP-BIS index uses a form of data encoding that is implemented through a multi-resolution representation of the base data information. This encoding effectively reduces the amount of data the DP-BIS index must access and transfer when answering a query. As a result of the encoding, the DP-BIS index can query dataset sizes that would otherwise not fit into the memory footprint of a GPU. Additionally, by transferring smaller amounts of data when answering a query, the DP-BIS index utilizes data bus bandwidth more efficiently.
In the DP-BIS approach, I separately bin each column’s base data using an equal depth binning strategy. I augment each column’s binned index by generating a corresponding Data Parallel Order-preserving Bin-based Cluster (OrBiC). To resolve a query condition on a column, I first determine the boundaries of the query. Consider an example. For range conditions such as “pressure > 100”, I determine the bin whose range captures the constraint “100”. In this example, assume that the value “100” is contained in the value range captured by bin$_{17}$. I refer to bins that capture one of the query’s constraints as “boundary bins”. In this example, records contained in bins less than the boundary bin (i.e. bin$_0$ → bin$_{16}$) fail the query. Correspondingly, records contained in bins greater than the boundary bin pass the query. Boundary bin records can’t be characterized by their bin number alone; they must be evaluated by their base data value. I call the records in the boundary bin the candidates and the process of examining the candidate values the candidate check [97]. The DP-BIS index strategy for answering a selection query is similar to that of a binned bitmap indexing strategy [5, 6, 112]. A central difference is that bitmap-based strategies indicate the record contents of each bin with a single bitmap vector; to answer a query, bitmap vectors are logically combined to build the query’s solution. In contrast, the DP-BIS index directly accesses the bin numbers of all records from an encoded data table.

The Data Parallel OrBiC structure I use during the candidate check procedure provides an efficient way to extract and send boundary bin data from the CPU to the GPU. Additionally, this structure facilitates a rapid, concurrent way for GPU threads to access this data. Altogether, to answer a query, the DP-BIS index accesses the bin numbers and the base data values of the records in boundary bins. The total data contained in both these data structures is 75% smaller than the column projections used by other strategies that employ the GPU to answer a query. Additionally, the procedure for examining the bin numbers and the process of performing the candidate checks offer the same high level of concurrency as the GPU projection index.

In this work I assume that the base data will not (or seldom) be subjected to modification. This assumption too is made by other research database management systems that operate on large data warehouses that contain read-only data: e.g. MonetDB [20], and C-Store [98]. In addition to such database management systems, many scientific applications also accumulate large amounts of data that is never modified or subjected to transactions [45].

Finally, I specifically utilize and emphasize the GPU in this work because it possesses
the highest degree of data parallelism available in existing multi-core architectures. To this extent I view the GPU as a representative case of where multi-core architectures are evolving with respect to data parallelism and processing performance. In summary, this research makes the following contributions.

- I introduce a data parallel bin-based indexing strategy (DP-BIS) for answering selection queries on multi-core architectures. The concurrency provided by DP-BIS fully utilizes the data parallelism emerging in these architectures in order to benefit from their increasing computational capabilities.

- I present the first strategy for answering selection queries on a GPU that utilizes encoded data. This encoding strategy facilitates significantly better utilization of data bus bandwidth and memory resources than GPU-based strategies that rely exclusively on base data.

- I implement and demonstrate DP-BIS’s performance on two commodity multi-core architectures: a multi-core CPU and a GPU. I show in performance tests that both implementations of DP-BIS are 3–4X faster than the GPU and CPU-based projection index with respect to total query response times. I additionally show that the GPU-based implementation of DP-BIS outperforms all index strategies with respect to computation-based times.

2.2 Background and Related Work

2.2.1 Related Bitmap Index Work

The data stored in large data warehouses and the data generated from scientific applications typically consists of tens to hundreds of attributes. When answering queries that evaluate such high-dimensional data, the performance of many indexing strategies diminishes due to the curse of dimensionality [117]. The bitmap index is immune to this curse and is therefore known to be the most efficient strategy for answering ad hoc queries over such data [79]. For this reason, major commercial database systems utilize various bitmap indexing strategies (e.g. ORACLE, IBM DB2, and Sybase IQ).

Another trait of the bitmap index is that storage concerns for indices are ameliorated through specialized compression strategies that both reduce the size of the data and that facilitate
the efficient execution of bitwise Boolean operations [3]. Antoshenkov [5] presents a compression strategy for bitmaps called the Byte-aligned Bitmap Code (BBC) and shows that it possess excellent overall performance characteristics with respect to compression and query performance. Wu et al. [112] introduce a new compression method for bitmaps called Word-Aligned Hybrid (WAH) and show that the time to answer a range query using this bitmap compression strategy is optimal; the worse case response time is proportional to the number of hits returned by the query. Recent work by Wu et al. [114] extends the utility of the bitmap index. This work introduces a new Order-preserving Bin-based Clustering structure (OrBiC), along with a new hybrid-binning strategy for single valued bins, that helps the bitmap index overcome the curse of cardinality; a trait where both index sizes and query response time increase in the bitmap index as the number of distinct values in an attribute increases.

Sinha and Winslet [93] successfully demonstrate parallelizable strategies for binning and encoding bitmap indexes, compressing bitmap vectors, and answering selection queries with compressed bitmap vectors. Their work supports bitmap use in a highly parallel environment of multiple loosely-coupled, shared-nothing systems. In contrast, my research addresses the challenges of supporting bin-based indexing on the newly emerging, tightly-coupled architectures that provide tremendous data parallelism at the node level in loosely-coupled, clustered systems; for example the graphics processor unit (GPU).

The basic attributes of the binned bitmap index (bin-based indexing, the use of simple boolean operators to answer selection queries, etc.) can be implemented in a highly parallel environment. For this reason, my new Data Parallel Bin-based Indexing Strategy (DP-BIS) follows the general structure of a binned bitmap index. Unfortunately, bitmap compression strategies, even the parallelizable strategies of Sinha and Winslet [93], do not support enough task-level parallelism to take advantage of the data parallelism offered by tightly-coupled architectures like GPUs. Thus one of the first objectives in my research is to develop a compression strategy, based upon the binning techniques of the binned bitmap index, that supports high levels of concurrency and reduces the amount of data required to answer a query.
2.2.2 Related GPU-Database Work

GPUs have been used to help support and accelerate a number of database functions [32, 38, 42, 43, 50, 70], as well as numerous general purpose tasks [49, 83]. Sun et al. [99] present a method for utilizing graphics hardware to facilitate spatial selections and intersections. In their work, they utilize the GPU’s hardware-accelerated color blending facilities to test for the intersection between two polygons in screen space.

Working within the constraints of the graphics API for fragment shaders, Govindaraju et al. [43] present a collection of powerful algorithms on commodity graphics processors for performing the fast computation of several common database operations: conjunctive selections, aggregations, and semi-linear queries. This work also demonstrates the use of the projection index to answer a selection query. Additionally, Govindaraju et al. [42] present a novel GPU-based sorting algorithm to sort billion-record wide databases. They demonstrate that their “GPU/TeraSort” outperforms the Indy PennySort1 record, achieving the best reported price-for-performance as of 2006 on large databases.

More recent GPU-database work utilizes powerful, new general purpose GPU hardware that is supported by new data parallel programming languages (see Section 2.3). These hardware and software advances allow for more complex database primitives to be implemented on the GPU. Fang et al. [32] implement the CSS-Tree in the software GPUQP. This work characterizes how to utilize the GPU for query co-processing; unfortunately there is no performance data published about the implementation.

Lieberman et al. [61] implement an efficient similarity join operation in CUDA. Their experimental results demonstrate that their implementation is suitable for similarity joins in high-dimensional datasets. Additionally, their method performs well when compared against two existing similarity join methods.

He et al. [49] improve the data access locality of multi-pass, GPU-based gather and scatter operations. They develop a performance model to optimize and evaluate these two operations in the context of sorting, hashing, and sparse matrix-vector multiplication tasks. Their optimizations yield a 2–4X improvement on GPU bandwidth utilization and 30–50% improvement on performance times. Additionally, their optimized GPU-based implementations are 2–7X faster than optimized
CPU counterparts. He et al. [50] present a novel design and implementation of relational join algorithms: non-indexed and indexed nested loops, sort-merge, and hash joins. This work utilizes their bandwidth optimizations [49], and extends the work of Fang et al. [32]. They support their algorithms with new data-parallel primitives for performing map, prefix-scan and split tasks. Their work achieves marked performance improvements over CPU-based counterparts; GPU-based join algorithms are 2–7X faster than CPU-based approaches.

GPU-based strategies that address how to answer a selection query have yet to address the significant limitations imposed by the GPU’s small memory, and those imposed by the data buses that transfer data to the GPU. To the best of my knowledge, all relevant literature utilizes algorithms that operate on a column’s base data (i.e. non-compressed data). Utilizing base data severely restricts the amount of data the GPU can process. Further, streaming large amounts of base data to the GPU can impede the processing performance of many GPU-based applications. More specifically, GPU processing performance can rapidly become bottlenecked by data transfer rates if these transfer rates are not fast enough to keep the GPU supplied with new data. This bottleneck event occurs on GPUs whenever the arithmetic intensity of a task is low; the process of answering a simple range query falls into this classification.

In the following sections, I introduce some basic GPU fundamentals, as well as the languages that support general purpose GPU programming. I then introduce my Data Parallel Bin-based Indexing Strategy (DP-BIS) and show how it directly addresses the challenges of limited GPU-memory and performance-limiting bus speeds with a fast, bin-based encoding technique. This work is the first GPU-based work to present such an approach for answering queries. I also show how the DP-BIS index’s binning strategy enables DP-BIS to support a high level of concurrency. This concurrency facilitates a full utilization of the parallel processing capabilities emerging in multi-core architectures.

2.3 GPUs and Data Parallel Programming Languages

Recent GPU-database works utilize powerful new data parallel programming languages like NVIDIA’s CUDA [78] and OpenCL [73]. These new programming languages eliminate the long-standing tie of general-purpose GPU work with restrictive graphics-based APIs (i.e. frag-
ment/shader programs). Further, the GPUs supporting these languages also facilitate random read and write operations in GPU memory—scatter I/O operations are essential for GPUs to operate as a general-purpose computational machine.

The functional paradigm of these programming languages views the GPU as a co-processor to the CPU. In this model, the programmer writes two separate kernels for a general purpose GPU (GPGPU) application: code for the GPU kernel and the code for the CPU kernel. Here the CPU kernel must proceed through three general stages.

1. Send a request to the GPU to allocate necessary input and output data space in GPU memory. The CPU then sends the input data (loaded from CPU memory or hard disk) to the GPU.

2. Call the GPU kernel. When the CPU kernel calls a GPU kernel, the CPU’s kernel suspends and control transfers to the GPU. After processing its kernel, the GPU kernel terminates and control is transferred back to the CPU.

3. Retrieve the output data from the GPU’s memory.

From a high level, the GPU kernel serves as a sequence of instructions that describes the logic that will direct each GPU thread to perform a specific set of operations on a unique data element. The kernel thus enables the GPU to direct the concurrent and simultaneous execution of all GPU threads in a SIMT (single-instruction, multiple-thread) workflow. The GPU executes its kernel (step two above) by first creating hundreds to thousands of threads—the number of threads is user specified and application dependent. During execution, small groups of threads are bundled together and dynamically dispatched to one of the GPU’s numerous SIMD multiprocessors. These thread bundles are then delegated by the multiprocessor to one of its individual processors for evaluation. At any given clock cycle, each processor will execute the same kernel-specified instruction on a thread bundle, but each thread will operate on different data.

With respect to memory resources, each GPU multiprocessor contains a set of dedicated registers, a store of read-only constant and texture cache, and a small amount of shared memory. These memory types are shared between the individual processors of a multiprocessor. In addition to these memory types, threads evaluated by a processor may also access the GPU’s larger, and comparatively slower, global memory.
There are two important distinctions to make between GPU threads and CPU threads. First, there is no cost to create and destroy threads on the GPU. Additionally, GPU multiprocessors perform context switches between thread bundles (analogous to process switching between processes on a CPU) with zero latency. Both of these factors enable the GPU to provide its data parallelism with very low overhead.

2.4 A Data Parallel Bin-based Indexing Strategy (DP-BIS)

To effectively utilize a GPU, an indexing data structure must provide high levels of concurrency to fully benefit from the GPU’s large number of concurrent execution threads, and make effective use of the GPU’s relatively small memory. In this section I present the DP-BIS method and show how it successfully addresses these requirements by integrating two key strategies: data binning (Section 2.4.1) and the use of Data Parallel Order-preserving Bin-based Clusters (OrBiC) (Section 2.4.2).

When answering a query, the binning strategy I utilize significantly reduces the amount of data the DP-BIS index must access, transfer, and store on the GPU. The Data Parallel OrBiC structure I employ ensures that candidate checks only access the base data of the boundary bins. The concurrency offered by both of these data structures facilitates full utilization of the GPU’s data parallelism. The DP-BIS strategy builds one index for each column in a database, where each index consists of an encoded data table (i.e. the bin numbers), and a Data Parallel OrBiC structure. When answering a simple range query with the DP-BIS index, I access the encoded data table, and the base data of two bins (the boundary bins) from the data parallel OrBiC structure.

2.4.1 Base Data Encoding

The index construction process begins by binning all of the base data records contained in a single column. To minimize data skew in my binning strategy, I select the bin boundaries so that each bin contains approximately the same number of records. In cases where the frequency of a single value exceeds the allotted record size for a given bin, a single-valued bin is used to contain all records corresponding to this one value. This technique to address data skew is consistent with other binning strategies [114]. I then encode the base data by representing each base data record
with its associated bin number. Figure 2.1 shows an example of this encoding. In later discussions, I refer to the bin numbers as low-resolution data and the column’s base data as full-resolution data. I always utilize 256 bins in my encoding procedure. As I now show, the amount of data generated by using this number of bins facilitates near-optimal usage of data bus bandwidth and GPU memory space when answering a query.

Assume that all full-resolution data is based on 32-bit values, and that there are $N$ records in a given database column. Using $x$ bits to represent each bin, I can create $2^x$ bins where each bin will contain, on average, $\frac{N}{2^x}$ records. The total size of the low-resolution data will then be $x \times N$ bits. The candidate data for each boundary bin, assuming each row-id can be stored in 32-bits, will consist of $\frac{32 \times N}{2^x}$ bits for row-identifiers, and $\frac{32 \times N}{2^x}$ bits for data values. The total number of bits (written as $B$ below) DP-BIS utilizes to answer a simple range query is therefore:

$$B = \underbrace{x \times N}_{\text{Low-Resolution Bits}} + \underbrace{(4 \times \frac{32 \times N}{2^x})}_{\text{Candidate Check Bits for Boundary Bins}}$$

(2.1)

Note that the candidate check bit cost for boundary bin data is based on two boundary bins; this data size represents the more typical, and expensive, workload for answering a simple range query.
Table 2.1: This table presents the total benefit for DP-BIS to utilize a specific number of bins in its encoding strategy. All values in column two, three, and four are given in terms of a percentage of the total full-resolution data (assuming 32-bits are utilized to represent each full-resolution record). Note the Boundary Bin Size reflects the cost for two boundary bins. The use of 256 bins in the DP-BIS index’s encoding strategy reduces the amount of data that the DP-BIS index must transfer and store by over 74%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Bins</th>
<th>Low-Resolution Size(%)</th>
<th>Boundary Bin Size(%)</th>
<th>Total Data Size(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2^{32} = 4294967296$</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^{16} = 65536$</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>$100.0 \times \frac{2}{65536} = 0.003$</td>
<td>$50.0 + 0.003 = 50.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2^{8} = 256$</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>$100.0 \times \frac{2}{256} = 0.78$</td>
<td>$25.0 + 0.78 = 25.8$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taking the derivative of $B$ with respect to $x$, I get:

$$\frac{dB}{dx} = N - (128 \times N \times \frac{\ln x}{x})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

By setting this derivative to 0 and solving for $x$, I compute the optimal number of bits to use for the DP-BIS index’s encoding strategy:

$$B_{\text{min}} = 7 + \log_2(\ln(2)) \approx 6.4712 \text{(bits)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

In my encoding strategy, bins can be represented with either 32-bits, 16-bits, or 8-bits; these are the most easy and efficient data sizes for GPUs and CPUs to evaluate. Use of alternate data sizes, like the “optimal” 6-bit data type I have derived in Equation 2.3, are not convenient for GPU-processing. The closest integer type that is conveniently supported on the GPU is the 8-bit integer. Therefore I use 8-bit integers to represent bin numbers and I use 256 bins in the DP-BIS index’s encoding strategy.

Table 2.1 illustrates the benefit of using 256 bins from a less formal standpoint. This table shows realized data transfer costs for answering a simple range query based on data types efficient for CPU and GPU computation. The last row validates Equation 2.3; 8-bit bins reduce the amount of data that the DP-BIS index must access, transfer, and store on the GPU by over 74%, thereby provide the best encoded-based compression.
2.4.2 Extending OrBiC to Support Data Parallelism

Wu et al. [114] introduce an Order-preserving Bin-based Clustering (OrBiC) structure; this structure facilitates highly efficient candidate checks for bitmap-based query evaluation strategies. Unfortunately, the OrBiC structure does not offer enough concurrency to take advantage of the GPU’s data parallelism. In this section, I present the constructs of the original OrBiC data structure, and then address how I extend this index to provide greater levels of concurrency.

In the approach presented by Wu et al., the full-resolution data is first sorted according to the low-resolution bin numbers. This reordered full-resolution table is shown as the “OrBiC Base Data” table in Figure 2.1. In forming this table, each bin’s start and end positions are stored in an offset table. This offset table facilitates contiguous access to all full-resolution data corresponding to a given bin.

I extend the work of Wu et al. by building an OrBiC-directed table; this is the “OrBiC-directed Row-ID” table in Figure 2.1. This table holds row-identifier information for the full-resolution data records. The appended “directed” statement refers to the fact that the ordering of this table is directed by the ordering of the OrBiC Base Data table. With consistent ordering between these tables, start and end locations for a given bin in the offset table provide contiguous access to both the full-resolution data contained in this bin and the correct row-identifier information for each of the bin’s records.

The OrBiC-directed row-identifier table facilitates data parallelism by addressing a fundamental difference between my data parallel bin-based strategy and the bitmap work of Wu et al. [114]. Specifically, Wu et al. create a single bitmap vector for each bin in the OrBiC Base Data table. As the bitmap vector associated with a given bin stores the bin’s row-identifier information implicitly, their procedure does not need to keep track of the row-identifiers. In my case such a strategy is not inherently parallelizable. I thus employ an explicit representation of the row-identifier information by storing them in the OrBiC-directed Row-ID table. Using this table, threads can simultaneously and in parallel perform candidate checks on all records in a given boundary bin.
2.4.3 DP-BIS: Answering a Query

In this work, I focus on using DP-BIS to answer simple and compound range queries. Range queries in general are a common database query expressed as a boolean combination of two simple predicates: \((100.0 \leq X) \text{ AND } (X \leq 250)\), or alternatively \((100.0 \leq X \leq 250)\). Compound range queries logically combine two or more simple range queries using operators such as AND and OR: \((X \leq 250) \text{ AND } (Y \leq 0.113)\).

Index strategies that answer range queries efficiently and rapidly are a crucial underpinning for many scientific applications. In this dissertation I couple DP-BIS with scalable visualization methods to accelerate the performance of query-driven visualization (QDV) strategies. With DP-BIS, my QDV implementations rapidly pare down large complex data, and allow smaller more meaningful subsets of data to be efficiently analyzed and visualized.

Simple Range Queries

The DP-BIS process for answering a simple range query consists of three stages: load necessary input data onto the GPU, execute the GPU kernel, and download the output data (i.e. the query’s solution) from the GPU to the CPU. The input for this process consists of a single low-resolution database column, all necessary full-resolution record and row-identifier data, and two real values that will be used to constrain the column. The process returns a boolean bit-vector—a boolean column with one entry per data record that indicates which records have passed the query.

Given a query, the CPU kernel first accesses the appropriate low-resolution data column from disk. Next, space is allocated in GPU memory to hold both this data as well the query’s solution. After allocating memory, and sending the low-resolution data to the GPU, the CPU kernel identifies the boundary bins of the query. The query’s boundary bins are the bins whose ranges contain the query’s real-valued constraints. The CPU kernel uses these bin numbers as an index into the OrBiC offset table. Values in the offset table provide the start and end locations in the OrBiC Base Data, and Row-ID tables for the candidate record’s full-resolution data and corresponding row-identifiers. After the candidate data is sent to the GPU, the CPU kernel then calls the necessary GPU kernels.

The first GPU kernel, shown in Algorithm 1, processes the column’s low-resolution data.
Algorithm 1
GPU Kernel for Low-Resolution Data
Require: Integer lowBinNumber, Integer highBinNumber, Integer [] lowResolution
1: position ← ThreadID
2: binNum ← lowResolution[position]
3: if (binNum > lowBinNumber) then
4:   if (binNum < highBinNumber) then
5:     Sol[position] ← TRUE
6:   end if
7: end if
8: if (binNum < lowBinNumber) then
9:   Sol[position] ← FALSE
10: end if
11: if (binNum > highBinNumber) then
12:   Sol[position] ← FALSE
13: end if

Algorithm 2
GPU Kernel for Candidate Checks
Require: Float lowReal, Float highReal, Float [] fullResolution, Integer [] rowID
1: position ← ThreadID
2: recordVal ← fullResolution[position]
3: record_rowID ← rowID[position]
4: if (recordVal > lowReal) then
5:   if (recordVal < highReal) then
6:     Sol[record_rowID] ← TRUE
7: end if
8: end if
9: if (recordVal < lowReal) then
10:   Sol[record_rowID] ← FALSE
11: end if
12: if (recordVal > highReal) then
13:   Sol[record_rowID] ← FALSE
14: end if

In setting up this kernel, the CPU instructs the GPU to create one thread for each record in the column. The CPU then calls the GPU kernel, passing it the boundary bin numbers; these boundary bin numbers enable threads to answer an initial low-resolution query. At launch time, each thread first determines its unique thread identifier. Threads use their identifier to index into the lowResolution data array (line 2); this array is the low-resolution data column loaded earlier by the CPU. The thread characterizes its record as passing or failing depending on whether the record’s bin number lies interior, or exterior to the boundary bins (lines 3, 4, 8, and 9). The answer to each thread’s query is written to the query’s solution space in GPU memory. This space, previously allocated by the CPU kernel, is shown in Algorithm 1 as Sol[].

The next GPU kernel, shown in Algorithm 2, performs a candidate check on all records contained in a given boundary bin. In the DP-BIS strategy, I launch the candidate check kernel twice: once for the lower boundary and once for the higher boundary bins.

The candidate check kernel is similar to the previous GPU kernel. Thread identifiers enable each thread to index into the Full-Resolution and rowID arrays of their respective boundary bin; these arrays are the OrBiC tables previously loaded onto the GPU. These arrays enable the

---

1Each GPU thread has a unique ID that aids in coordinating highly parallel tasks. These unique IDs form a series of continuous integers, 0 → maxThread, where maxThread is the total thread count set for the GPU kernel.
Table 2.2: This table shows the required changes to make to Algorithms 1 and 2 to form the logic-based kernels DP-BIS uses to answer compound range queries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logic-Based Kernel</th>
<th>Algorithm 1 line 1.4, and 1.7 change to:</th>
<th>Algorithm 2 line 2.5 change to:</th>
<th>Algorithm 2 line 2.8 change to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>“Sol[x] ← TRUE”</td>
<td>“Sol[x] ← Sol[x]”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kernel’s threads to access the full-resolution data and corresponding row-identifier information for all records that lie in the boundary bin. Threads characterize each record as passing or failing based on comparisons made with the accessed full resolution data (lines 4, 5, 9, and 12 in Algorithm 2). The results of these logical comparisons are written to `Sol[]`, using the thread’s identifier as an index, but the accessed row identifier (obtained from `rowID`) corresponding to the evaluated record.

**Compound Range Queries**

From a high level, the DP-BIS index answers a compound range query by logically combining the solutions obtained from a sequence of simple range queries. To perform this task efficiently, the DP-BIS index directs each simple query’s kernel to utilize the same solution space in GPU memory. The compound range query’s solution is produced once each simple query has been answered. In more complicated cases, e.g. “(X1 AND X2) OR (X3 AND X4)”, the solution to each basic compound query can be written to a unique bit in the GPU’s solution space; the bits can then be combined in each GPU kernel as needed (through bit-shifts) to form the solution to the query.

From a lower level, DP-BIS answers the first simple range query with the kernels outlined in Algorithms 1 and 2. These kernels perform unconditional writes to the compound range query’s solution space. More specifically, all threads “initialize” this solution space with the first simple range query’s solution. All subsequent simple range queries, however, utilize logic-based (AND, OR, etc.) derivatives of these kernels. These logic-based kernels only differ from the kernels outlined in Algorithms 1 and 2 in the final write operation each thread performs (lines 5, 9, and 12, and lines 6, 10, and 13 respectively). These changes, shown in Table 2.2, ensure that each thread, logically combines the current simple range query’s solution with the existing compound range query’s solution. Section 2.6.2 demonstrates the implementation and performance of this approach.
Column Size (-in millions of rows-)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>145</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>250</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>350</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base Data Size (-in MB-)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP-BIS Index Size (-in MB-)</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1305</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>2250</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>3150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index Build Time (-in minutes-)</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>11.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: This table shows the index sizes and DP-BIS index build times for each column used in my tests. The size for the DP-BIS index includes the size for the encoded data table, as well as the size for the OrBiC base and row identifier data tables. All times represent an average build time calculated from ten test builds.

### 2.5 Datasets, Index Strategies, and Test Setup

In this section I describe the datasets and index strategies I use in my performance analysis. I discuss testing parameters at the end of this section.

All tests were run on a desktop machine running the Windows XP operating system with SP2. All GPU kernels were run utilizing NVIDIA's CUDA software: drivers version 1.6.2, SDK version 1.1 and toolkit version 1.1. My hardware setup consists of an Intel QX6700 quad-core multiprocessor, 4 GB of main memory, and a SATA storage system that provides 70 MB/s sustained data transfer rates. The GPU co-processor I use is NVIDIA's 8800GTX. This GPU provides 768 MB of memory and can manage over 12,000 concurrent execution threads.

#### 2.5.1 Datasets

I use two datasets in my performance analysis. In both datasets, the records consist of 32-bit floating point data. The time to build the DP-BIS index for each column in the datasets is shown in Table 2.3; note the cost in time to build the indices scales well with the increasing size of the base data. In this table, the size for the DP-BIS index includes the size for the encoded data table, as well as the size for the OrBiC base and row identifier data tables.

The first dataset I use is produced by a scientific simulation modeling the combustion of hydrogen gas in a fuel burner. This dataset consists of seven columns where each subsequent column increases in row size: 50 million rows for column one, 100 million rows for column two, . . . , 350 million rows for column seven. I use this dataset in Section 2.6.1 to measure and compare the effect that increasing column size has on processing and I/O performance.
The second dataset I use is synthetically produced. This dataset consists of 7 columns each with 50 million rows. Each column consists of a series of randomly selected, randomly distributed values from a range of floating point values [-32767.0, 32767.0]. In Section 2.6.2 I answer a series of compound range queries over this data. This experiment measures and compares the processing and I/O costs of finding the union or intersection between an increasing number of columns.

### 2.5.2 Index Strategies

In my tests, I evaluate the I/O and processing performance of two indexing strategies: DP-BIS and the projection index. I independently evaluate the concurrency each index affords by implementing and testing the performance of a CPU-based and a GPU-based version of the index.

The CPU-based DP-BIS index is implemented on a multi-core CPU that contains four CPU cores. In this implementation, the work of answering the query is divided separately and equally over each CPU core through the use of Pthreads [74]; here each CPU core is assigned an individual thread and a portion of the DP-BIS low-resolution and full-resolution data to evaluate.

The GPU-based DP-BIS index is implemented on a GPU using the constructs of the data parallel programming language CUDA. This implementation is directly based on the method presented in Section 2.4.3.

The CPU projection index begins by reading each full-resolution column into CPU memory space. The query is answered by simply performing comparisons on the array(s) without any additional data structure. I use this strategy in my tests because it provides a good baseline for assessing performance.

The GPU projection index is similar to the CPU projection index, with the exception that the full-resolution columns are read into GPU memory space. Additionally, all indexed values in a given column are simultaneously evaluated in parallel by the query. This indexing strategy supports the same level of concurrency offered by DP-BIS (i.e. each thread evaluates a single record), but does not provide the benefits of encoding. On the other hand, this index approach does not require performing candidate checks; a procedure that requires additional computation and read requests to GPU memory.
2.5.3 Test Setup

To ensure that all queries reflect cold-start, cold-cache behavior, I force all read operations to bypass the OS cache to prevent Windows-based data caching. Therefore, all performance times, unless otherwise stated, are based on the complete time to answer the query. This time measurement, which I refer to as the query’s “total performance time”, includes:

1. Disk access and data transfer times (including the cost for allocating necessary memory on the CPU and GPU),

2. time to upload data to the GPU (not applicable for the CPU-based index),

3. the time to answer a query on the uploaded data, and

4. the time to download the solution from the GPU to the CPU (again, not applicable for the CPU-based index).

In my performance analysis, I divide this total performance time into two separate time metrics, based on work-related tasks. The first time I refer to as the “I/O performance time”. This time includes the time to perform all data transfers and memory allocation: numbers 1, 2, and 4 from the list above. The second time, which I refer to as “processing performance time”, includes the time to perform all computation-related work (number 3 from the list above). In my experiments realized total, I/O, and processing performance times are recorded individually, and simultaneously. Finally, unless specified, each reported performance value represents the mean value calculated from 25 separate test runs.

2.6 Query Performance

Typically, when answering a simple or compound range query over a large amount of data, far more time is spent accessing and transferring data than computing the query’s solution. The performance of such I/O-intensive tasks are commonly limited by data transfer speeds. This I/O-based performance bottleneck is an especially significant challenge for multi-core architectures, like GPUs, where processing rates can far exceed bandwidth speeds [78].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indexing Method</th>
<th>Mean Time Spent Transferring Data as a percentage of the total time</th>
<th>Mean Time Spent Answering the Query as a percentage of the total time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU-Projection</td>
<td>96.70 ± 0.19</td>
<td>3.30 ± 0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU-Projection</td>
<td>99.48 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.52 ± 0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP-BIS (GPU)</td>
<td>98.13 ± 1.03</td>
<td>1.87 ± 1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP-BIS (CPU)</td>
<td>93.33 ± 0.7</td>
<td>6.67 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: This table shows how the total performance time for each index strategy is composed based on I/O-related workloads, and compute-based workloads. Each value in this table represents the mean percentage of time observed for a given index strategy, based upon all tests performed.

I demonstrate in this section how the strategy behind DP-BIS presents one way to ameliorate this I/O-based performance bottleneck. By operating primarily on encoded data, the DP-BIS index significantly reduces the effects of this bottleneck, and uses CPU and GPU memory resources more efficiently. Additionally, the level of concurrency afforded by DP-BIS facilitates a full utilization of the data parallelism provided by both multi-core CPU and GPU architectures. In this section I demonstrate the benefits of this concurrency by directly comparing processing performance times for CPU and GPU-based DP-BIS implementations. From this comparison, I show that the GPU-based implementation accelerates processing performance by a factor of 8X over the CPU-based implementation.

### 2.6.1 Answering a Simple Range Query

In my first performance evaluation, each index strategy answers a series of seven simple range queries, where each query operates on one of the scientific dataset’s seven columns. In this dataset, the size of each subsequent column increases: 50 million rows, 100 million rows, ..., 350 million rows.

In these experiments, I expect both the CPU and GPU-based DP-BIS index to answer a simple range query using approximately 75% less time than either the CPU or GPU projection index strategies. I base this expectation on the fact that DP-BIS primarily utilizes 8-bit low-resolution data, whereas the projection index strategies utilize 32-bit full-resolution data. I additionally expect that the GPU-based DP-BIS index will be very competitive, with respect to computational performance, with the GPU projection index. This expectation is based on the fact that both strategies support the
Figure 2.2: Here, (a) shows the total performance times for the three indexing strategies. In contrast (b) shows, based on the data from the same test series, only the processing performance time for each index. Side by side, these figures show how performance is affected by I/O plus computational workloads versus pure computational work.

The same level of concurrency: a one-to-one mapping of threads-to-records.

**Analysis**

Figure 2.2(a) shows the realized total performance time of each index strategy. These performance times show that both DP-BIS implementations answer queries approximately 3X faster than both the GPU and CPU projection index. Table 2.4 shows how these total performance times are composed based on I/O and processing performance. Note values in Table 2.4 represent the average I/O and processing performance times realized for each index strategy based on the performance observed for all columns. Table 2.4 confirms the majority of time spent answering a simple range query is used to transfer data; each index uses over 93% of their total performance time for I/O-related tasks.

Note the GPU projection index and GPU-based DP-BIS index support the same level of concurrency when answering a simple range query. When performing this task I know both indexing strategies spend the vast majority of their time transferring data. I conclude that the disparity in total performance time experienced by the GPU projection index is directly attributable to an I/O-based performance bottleneck. This experiment illustrates the benefit of the encoding-based compression utilized by DP-BIS to accelerate the process of transferring data, and therefore the task of answering a selection query.
Aside from the performance benefits offered by DP-BIS, Figure 2.2(a) also highlights the benefits DP-BIS provides for GPU memory space. The GPU projection index exhausts all memory resources after columns have reached a size of 150 million rows. In comparison, DP-BIS is able to continue answering queries on columns until they reach in excess of 350 million rows. The data encoding DP-BIS utilizes thus provides over 233% better utilization of GPU memory resources when compared to the GPU projection index.

Figure 2.2(b) shows the processing performance times from my experiment; note that the scale of the y-axis is \( \log_{10} \). Label 2 in Figure 2.2(b) highlights a sharp loss in performance for both the GPU-based projection index (between 50-100 million records) and DP-BIS (between 100-145 million records). This performance loss is due to a GPU implementation detail associated with how the query’s solution is written for columns containing in-excess of 95 million (for the projection index) or 145 million (for DP-BIS) rows. Specifically, for columns whose row numbers exceed these values, the GPU projection index and DP-BIS can no longer store the query’s solution with a 32-bit variable type (due to limited memory resources); instead an 8-bit variable type is utilized to conserve space. Writing 8-bit data to the GPU’s global memory incurs significant performance penalties for both indexing strategies (as Label 2 highlights). Note however that based on the data in Table 2.4, this processing performance loss minimally impacts the total performance time for either of these two indexing strategies.

Figure 2.2(b) shows that before this performance loss, the GPU-based DP-BIS index answers queries up to 18X faster than the CPU projection index, 8X faster than the CPU-based DP-BIS index, and (for columns containing more than 95 million records) 3.4X faster than the GPU projection index. After this loss in performance, the GPU-based DP-BIS index outperforms the CPU-based projection and DP-BIS index by 4.9X and 3X respectively.

The concurrency afforded by DP-BIS is evident in comparing the processing performance times for the CPU-based and GPU-based implementations. The GPU-based DP-BIS index answers the query up to 8X faster than the CPU-based implementation. This acceleration in processing performance is a direct consequence of the GPU’s increased data parallelism over the multi-core CPU. Accelerated processing performance times are critical for many scientific applications, e.g. query-driven visualization (QDV) [18, 39, 96], where data can be presumed to be read once, cached by the OS, and queried repeatedly during analysis stages. In these applications, user workloads are
driven more by processing performance times, which make up a larger percentage of the analysis workload, then by disk access times. For these applications, GPU-based implementations of DP-BIS provide significant performance benefits.

### 2.6.2 Answering a Compound Range Query

In this second performance evaluation, I use both indexing strategies to answer seven separate compound range queries. The columns the queries evaluate are taken from the synthetic dataset, where each column contains 50 million rows. In this series of tests, each subsequent query will constrain an additional column; in the final test, each index strategy will answer a query constraining seven columns. In this experiment, I perform this series of tests twice: once where I find the intersection, and once where I find the union of all columns queried. I refer to these logic-based series of tests as conjunction \((X_1 \land X_2 \land \ldots \land X_7)\), and disjunction \((Y_1 \lor Y_2 \lor \ldots \lor Y_7)\) tests.

I expect to see some level of disparity in processing performance times between the conjunction and disjunction tests. This expectation is based on the fact that, in my GPU kernels, identifying the intersection between two records requires slightly more computational overhead than identifying their union. I additionally note on these tests that the GPU-based DP-BIS implementation will not require a variable change for the GPU’s solution space. More specifically, 50 million rows is a comparatively small solution space and therefore DP-BIS will be able to utilize the more efficient 32-bit data type throughout the entire experiment. As a result, I expect DP-BIS will maintain
its performance trend and not suffer the performance drop highlighted by Label 2 in Figure 2.2(b) from the previous experiment.

Analysis

Figure 2.3(a) shows the total performance times of all index strategies for both the conjunction and disjunction tests. In both experiments, the DP-BIS implementations answer compound range queries some 3–3.7X faster than the projection strategies. Note that Figure 2.3(a) shows no disparity between the conjunction and disjunction tests; such performance disparities are processing based and are more easily revealed in the processing performance times, shown in Figure 2.3(b).

Figure 2.3(b) highlights several important trends. First, as expected, the conjunction tests require more time to answer than the disjunction tests: 5–7% more time for the CPU projection index, and 20–27% more time for the CPU and GPU-based DP-BIS index. This performance trend is not readily seen in the GPU projection index; the lack of data points, due to exhausted memory resources (Label 1), obscures this performance disparity. Label 2 in Figure 2.3(b) highlights the loss of performance experienced by the GPU projection index due to the variable type change made in the GPU’s solution space (see Section 2.6.1). In comparison, DP-BIS does not require such a change to the solution pace. Unlike the experiments performed in Section 2.6.1 (see Figure 2.2(b)), the smaller solution space employed by these tests (50 versus 350 million rows) enables DP-BIS to consistently use the more efficient 32-bit variable type. Finally, the processing performance benefits for a GPU-based implementation of DP-BIS are clearly seen in Figure 2.3(b); the GPU-based implementation of DP-BIS is 8X faster than the CPU-based implementation.

2.7 Summary

In the next decade, the evolution and predominance of multi-core architectures will significantly challenge and change the way data processing is done in the database community. As CPUs rapidly continue to become more like parallel machines, new strategies must be developed that can fully utilize the increasing thread-level parallelism, and thus the processing capabilities, of these architectures.

In presenting DP-BIS, I provide a parallel indexing data structure that will scale effec-
tively with the future increase of processor cores on multi-core architectures. Additionally, DP-BIS provides a means to drive a GPU-based Query-Driven Visualization (QDV) engine. More specifically, I can use DP-BIS to answer queries on the GPU and then leverage the GPU’s tremendous processing capabilities to accelerate analysis and visualization tasks for QDV strategies. In Part III I demonstrate the benefits of such an engine by using DP-BIS to accelerate QDV strategies that analyze multitemporal, multiresolution data.
Part III

Extending Query-Driven Strategies for Time-Varying, Multiresolution Data
Chapter 3

Query-Driven Visualization of Time-Varying Adaptive Mesh Refinement Data

3.1 Introduction

Query-Driven Visualization (QDV) strategies are well-suited for analyzing and visualizing large, highly-complex data [96, 110–112]. In this work, I address the challenges of using QDV strategies to visualize time-varying multiresolution data. Such data is used extensively in the scientific community to efficiently and accurately model many important physical phenomena. By extending QDV methods to address the dynamic spatiotemporal properties of time-varying multiresolution data, I provide scientists with a powerful tool for visually analyzing the data generated from numerical simulations.

3.2 Adaptive Mesh Refinement Strategies

Computational simulation has become an essential and powerful tool impacting a diverse group of scientific disciplines such as engineering, biology, and medicine. Detailed simulations that model time-dependent, continuous physical phenomena, along with analysis and visualization tools that address the temporal aspects of these simulations, are essential to generate new understand-
ing and insight into many domain-specific problems. Approaches for visualizing time-varying data are generally based on either temporally sequential, or temporally concurrent analysis methods. In the former, renderings are first generated from individual timesteps by using traditional visualization approaches (e.g. isosurface extraction or volume rendering). These renderings are then viewed sequentially as an animation. In contrast, temporally concurrent visualization methods (i.e. multi-temporal visualizations) present the important features from multiple timesteps in a single image.

In scientific simulations, the immense size and sheer complexity of data generated from highly-detailed numerical methods has popularized the use of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) strategies. In numerical simulations, AMR-based techniques adaptively refine the domain space of a simulation, both spatially and temporally, into a hierarchy of nested, sequentially refined grids. Though these strategies are computationally efficient and provide significant storage benefits, the dynamic aspects of the grid hierarchies pose significant challenges for visualization methods. Specifically, each timestep in a simulation contains a unique grid hierarchy, consisting of multiple levels of grid cell refinement. When considering a fixed spatial location in the computational domain at two or more timesteps, the disparity of grid cell refinement that occurs between the grid hierarchies at this location prevents the simultaneous evaluation of data necessary for many visualization algorithms.

I present a two-step method for compositing and synchronizing AMR data from a series of timesteps. I first generate a composite template from the AMR grid hierarchies of these timesteps; the composite template preserves the finest level of grid cell refinement from each grid hierarchy. I then synchronize each timestep’s grid hierarchy to the composite template. This approach enables my method to process queries on a common AMR grid hierarchy. Using this data structure, I move the work of query processing to the GPU to realize the benefit of greatly accelerated QDV analysis. On the GPU side, I integrate my new method with the DP-BIS index (detailed in full in Part II of this dissertation).

The main contributions of this work are the following.

- I develop a new framework for doing QDV processing and visualization of time-varying AMR data. The core of this method is based upon a synchronization strategy that addresses the disparities in spatial refinement that exist between any series of timesteps in an AMR-based
simulation.

- I demonstrate the first GPU-based QDV approach that utilizes a GPU-based indexing strategy to accelerate query processing, efficiently utilize GPU memory, and accelerate QDV methods.

In the next section, I discuss work germane to my efforts. This is followed in Section 3.4 by an overview of AMR grid fundamentals, my composite template construction and timestep synchronization process, and a description of how the DP-BIS index is integrated into a GPU-based QDV engine. Finally, I present the results of my method from both a qualitative and quantitative analysis perspective.

### 3.3 Previous Work

To provide a new method for analyzing and visualizing time-varying adaptive mesh refinement data, this work builds upon three separate fields: AMR visualization, query-driven visualization (QDV), and time-dependent visualization methods.

#### 3.3.1 Visualization of Adaptive Mesh Refinement Data

Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) strategies are based on the observation that localized complexity in physical phenomena—i.e., the rate of change observed in physical quantities within small regions in the domain—often varies substantially over space and time. Utilizing this observation, AMR strategies proceed by simulating these physical phenomena adaptively. Rather than utilizing a costly uniform grid of high density for the entire domain space, AMR techniques begin with a relatively course (and thus cheaper) grid hierarchy and adaptively refine grids in this hierarchy only in regions of the domain requiring higher levels of accuracy.

Importantly, this adaptive refinement occurs not just spatially, but temporally as well. As the simulation evolves, a regridding algorithm tests and refines grid cells with a frequency directly related to their level of refinement. Thus, grid cells of fine refinement—indicating regions of complex or important behavior—undergo testing for regridding more frequently than grid cells of comparatively coarser refinement. This adaptive spatial and temporal refining of the domain space results in a hierarchy of nested, sequentially refined grids that are computationally cheaper to construct and are less expensive to store than a high-density uniform grid.
Though AMR was first presented in 1984 [17], and then extended in 1989 [16], the challenges of mapping common visualization techniques to AMR’s spatially dynamic grid structure were not addressed until much later. One of the earliest examples of AMR visualization was given by Max [69] in his cell-sorting method for volume rendering. Norman et al. [77] convert AMR hierarchies into finite-element hexahedral cells with cell centered data, thus enabling the use of standard visualization tools.

More recent work focuses upon operating directly on AMR data. Work by Ma [68] describes a parallel rendering strategy for AMR data and presents two contrasting visualization approaches. Weber et al. [102, 104] present software and hardware-accelerated methods based on cell projection that facilitate direct volume rendering of AMR data. In their work, they render an AMR hierarchy by starting with its coarsest representation. The image is then refined by subsequently integrating the results obtained from renderings of finer grids. Weber et al. [103] also present crack-free isosurface extraction methods for AMR data. Park et al. [84] present a hierarchical multi-resolution splatting technique for AMR data that utilizes kd-trees and octrees. Their novel approach provides interactive performance for modest sized data.

Kähler and Hege [56] present a hardware-accelerated volume-rendering approach to visualize AMR data. Their work, based on 3D textures, directly utilizes the hierarchical grid structure of the AMR data to rapidly render high-resolution datasets—including AMR data consisting of over nine levels of refinement. Kähler et al. also present a novel strategy for remotely visualizing AMR data at intermediate time steps [57]. Their method utilizes so-called “keyframe” timesteps to generate intermediate grid hierarchies. Data for these grid structures is acquired through interpolation strategies (e.g. Hermite or linear methods) by using the existing data in the keyframes.

Kähler et al. have more recently extended their earlier work by presenting a GPU-assisted raycasting strategy for accelerating the visualization of AMR data [58]. This work utilizes a kd-tree, resident on the GPU, to provide a view-consistent ordering of data, and accelerate the task of volume rendering. They contrast their method’s results with a hardware accelerated slice-based volume rendering approach. Their method generates superior images to the slice-based approach, with no observable artifacts.
3.3.2 Query-Driven Visualization

Query-Driven Visualization (QDV) is an important and effective way to combine database and visualization technologies. QDV strategies are based on the observation that smaller subsets of data are usually the genesis of insight or breakthroughs to new trends [13, 45]. In QDV, users begin analysis by forming definitions for data that are “important” to them. This characterization consists of constructing range constraints for variables of interest. As an example, a user analyzing a combustion dataset may set constraints over specific variables such as: $1100 < \text{temperature} < 1800$ AND $\text{pressure} < 780$. QDV methods use these range constraints to filter data records passed to visualization and analysis software. This query filtration process focuses visualization and analytical resources exclusively on data that is meaningful to the user.

Stockinger et al. [95] were first to present the notion of coupling visualization with high performance query technology. Their work demonstrates that the computational complexity of visualization processing can be constrained to the number of items returned by a query. Their approach introduces a software system (DEX) that utilizes a highly efficient indexing and query infrastructure, called FastBit, to rapidly identify records of interest [111, 112].

Gosink et al. [39] extend the utility of QDV methods by using correlation fields to explore variable interactions within the domain space of query-regions. Their work focuses on characterizing flame-front regions in combustion simulations.

Bethel et al. apply QDV principles to network traffic analysis [18]. They use compressed bitmap indices to visualize and characterize over 2.5 billion records of network connection data. Stockinger et al. [94] extend the QDV approach for traffic analysis by presenting a family of new parallel algorithms that generate queryable two-dimensional conditional histograms. These conditional histograms are used to detect and characterize distributed scans.

3.3.3 Multitemporal Visualization

Though researchers have proposed various methods to track time-varying features across multiple timesteps in sequential fashion (i.e. animations), less attention has been paid to the direct visualization of 4D data. In direct visualization of 4D data, or multitemporal visualization, important features from selected timesteps are conveyed in a single meaningful visualization. Projecting
four-dimensional information meaningfully onto a two-dimensional image is difficult to do without saturating the visualization with too much information. Finding ways to extend traditional, three-dimensional visualization methods to four dimensions is one intuitive way to approach visualizing time-varying data.

Hansen et al. [47, 48] use 3D scalar fields as elevation maps in 4D. In these works, 4D lighting, shading, and plane-tracing (i.e. 4D ray tracing) are used to visualize higher dimensional data. Bajaj et al. [8] extend object splatting techniques to present a generalized hyper-volume splatting approach. Their method presents a multi-resolution algorithm for providing insightful visualizations of scalar fields in any dimension; the focus of their work, however, is not explicit temporal feature tracking. Bhaniramka et al. [19] extend and generalize marching methods to higher dimensions, specifically generating 4D isosurfaces that can be sliced to enable the study of time-evolving features. Woodring et al. [109] also extend slicing techniques for the direct rendering of 4D space-time volumes (as opposed to the 4D isosurfaces generated by Bhaniramka’s work). Their hyper-projection method displays unique spatiotemporal features. Woodring and Shen [108] present a way to directly volume render time-varying data in a single multitemporal image. In their work, they orthographically project four-dimensional data (i.e. volume data accumulated over time) onto a three dimensional image plane. They use traditional rendering methods over the image plane, using opacity values that are spatially and temporally based, to realize multitemporal images.

**Extending AMR and QDV Work**

To date, no techniques exist that facilitate the rendering of time-varying AMR data in a multitemporal fashion. I address this important issue in this work by combining GPU-based QDV methods with a new approach for temporally synchronizing the time-varying data from a series of AMR timesteps. The results of my method allow for the interactive visualization of multivariate, spatiotemporal AMR data. I also extend previous QDV work in two aspects: I present the first application of QDV techniques on AMR data, and I also present the first GPU-based QDV approach that utilizes a GPU-based indexing strategy to accelerate query processing, efficiently utilize GPU memory, and accelerate QDV methods.
3.4 Method

Query-driven analysis and multitemporal visualization of AMR data are hindered by the dynamic temporal and spatial properties of AMR-based simulations. Specifically, in AMR-based simulations, any fixed spatial location in the domain can be covered by a grid cell of varying refinement based upon the timestep analyzed. For query-driven visualization (QDV), this disparity in refinement between timesteps prevents the evaluation of multitemporal queries. Similarly, coherent multitemporal renderings of AMR data from any visualization approach—extracting and simultaneously rendering isosurfaces from multiple timesteps, or volume rendering with time-dependent transfer functions—also require addressing these temporal-based disparities of spatial refinement.

My new method addresses these challenges by synchronizing all AMR grid hierarchies (from any subset of timesteps) with a composite template. This synchronization process facilitates query-driven analysis and multitemporal visualization in two aspects: temporally sequential visualizations, where features from these timesteps are analyzed in sequential frames as a movie, and temporally concurrent visualizations where a single multitemporal image conveys the important features from all synchronized timesteps.

I base my method on the AMR grid hierarchy outlined by Berger et al. [16, 17]. I outline this hierarchy and its properties next. For more details regarding AMR-based simulations, I refer the reader to the works of Almgren et al. [2, 16, 17].

3.4.1 AMR Grid Structure

Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) implementations are traditionally based on a nested hierarchy of successively refined axis-aligned grids. These grids are identified using the notation $G_{l,k}$ where $l$ indicates the level of cell refinement for the grid, and $k$ is the unique number for the grid given this refinement level [16]. I use the notation $G_{l,k-\rightarrow k+n}$ to refer to a continuous set of grids at a single level of refinement. The increase in resolution from one grid refinement level to the next is specified by a refinement ratio “$r$”, which indicates how many grid cells of level $l+1$ fit into a single grid cell of level $l$ (considering a single axis-direction).
Figure 3.1: This image depicts an AMR grid hierarchy consisting of four grids and three levels of refinement: $G_{0,0}$, $G_{1,0-1}$, and $G_{2,0}$. Grid cells are refined with a refinement ratio of $r=2$ and are properly nested: grid cells at level 2 do not abut grid cells at level 0.

\[
\Delta t^{l+1} = \frac{1}{r} \Delta t^l, \quad \Delta y^{l+1} = \frac{1}{r} \Delta y^l, \quad \Delta z^{l+1} = \frac{1}{r} \Delta z^l
\]

(3.1)

Note that the refinement ratio may change between successive grid levels: e.g., the refinement ratio may be two between levels $l$ and $l+1$, and four between levels $l+1$ and $l+2$. Though not required, refinement ratios are usually based on powers of two [14]. This convention establishes a good balance between coding simplicity and an effective realization of refinement benefits.

An additional property required of all grids is the notion of proper nesting. This nesting property is strictly defined in the sense that grid cells of refinement level $l$ are prohibited from abutting any grid cell other those of refinement level $l$, $l+1$, or $l-1$. A simple 2D example demonstrating an AMR hierarchy is illustrated in Figure 3.1.

At the start of a simulation, $t = 0$, the initial AMR grid hierarchy contains a single grid composed of cells of the coarsest level of refinement. Before the simulation begins, the grid cells of this initial hierarchy are refined based upon a convergence/stability criteria specified by the user. This refinement criteria, utilized both at the start and during the simulation process, may be based on the behavior of flow features (e.g. vorticity or density gradients) [2], or on factors that are more complex [16]. This initial refinement process is iterative—testing and refining are repeated until for all grid cells at all levels of refinement either the convergence criteria is met, or the finest allowed level of refinement is reached (maximum refinement levels are user set).

Given this refinement procedure, note that regions can be covered by multiple grids: e.g.
a spatial location covered by $G_{2,a}$, will also be covered by some $G_{1,b}$ as well as $G_{0,c}$. With each refinement level possessing a different set of data for the specific region, a visualization method can take one of several approaches to utilize this data [62]:

- Treat all the grids (and their values) independently;
- Combine the data together in some way that is physically meaningful and use the result for visualization; or
- Use the data value(s) from the finest grid available and ignore data value(s) from coarser grids.

In my method I adopt the last approach to acquire data values from AMR grid hierarchies; by using the finest resolution source available at any given location in the domain, I am sure to be using the most accurate and detailed information produced by the computational model.

**Advancing Grid Cells in Time**

As the simulation advances beyond $t = 0$, a time-stepping algorithm evaluates and regrids grid cells according to their level of refinement: $G_{l,0} = m$ are evaluated and regridded independently of $G_{l+1,0} = m$ etc. The frequency of these regriddings is directed by the refinement ratio such that $r$ defines both the spatial and temporal refinement properties that guide AMR-based simulations:

$$\Delta t^{l+1} = \frac{1}{r} \Delta t^l$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)

The time-stepping algorithm can be thought of as a recursive approach that advances grids cells in time according to their level of refinement [2]. To advance level $l$, $l_0 \leq l \leq l_{\text{max}}$, the following steps are performed:

1. Advance grid cells at level $l$ in time by one timestep. Calculate data values for these grid cells at this new time. Additionally, if $l + 1 \leq l_{\text{max}}$, assess all grid cells at this new time for the need of additional refinement (through the convergence criteria). For all cells that require further refinement, generate new grid cells at refinement level $l + 1$ in these cell locations.

2. Advance level $l + 1$ grid cells $r$ times using Equation 3.2 to determine the length of the timestep. At each of the $r$ timesteps, calculate data values for these grid cells. Addition-
Figure 3.2: This figure illustrates the sequential process of compositing the AMR grid hierarchies of two selected timesteps. The process begins by filling the composite template with all grid cells from both timesteps, of the finest level of refinement. In each subsequent pass, the procedure adds grid cells of the next level of lesser refinement to the template, conditioned on the basis that a more finely refined grid cell has not already been placed at that position. Finally, I add grid cells of the coarsest level of refinement to the template.

ally, if $l + 2 \leq l_{\text{max}}$, assess all grid cells for the need of additional refinement (through the convergence criteria). For all cells that require further refinement, generate new grid cells at refinement level $l + 2$ in these cell locations.

3. Synchronize data from grid cells at level $l + 1$ back to level $l$.

The synchronization of data in the last step involves several steps that effectively serve to propagate accuracy back to the coarser refined grid levels. In this way the accuracy of the data at coarser levels of refinement is corrected/adjusted with finer resolution data.

### 3.4.2 Composition and Synchronization of AMR Grids

To perform QDV on a series AMR timesteps, e.g. timestep 0 and timestep $n$, every spatial grid cell associated with a data record at timestep 0 must have a corresponding spatial grid cell of equivalent refinement at timestep $n$. I achieve this consistency of refinement by first constructing a composite template from the series of AMR timestep’s grid hierarchies. I then use this template to direct the synchronization of these grid hierarchies for purposes of QDV.

**Composite Template Construction**

The composite template construction process consists of a refinement-level ordered compositing of AMR grid cells. From the AMR grid hierarchies contained in a series of timesteps, the construction process begins by adding to the composite template only those grid cells whose refinement level is equal to $l_{\text{max}}$. Next, the construction process conditionally adds to the template
Figure 3.3: This figure depicts the sequential process of synchronizing the grid hierarchy of a given timestep with a composite template. At each level of synchronization, grid cells conditionally refine themselves by one additional level according to whether or not they are synchronized with the composite template. In this example, synchronization is complete for the grid hierarchy in the second level of synchronization.

those grid cells whose refinement level is equal to $l_{\max -1}$. With conditional additions, the process adds a grid cell to the template only if a grid cell of finer refinement is not already resident in the template at this given location. This strategy continues until the process conditionally adds grid cells of refinement level equal to $l_0$. Figure 3.2 illustrates this construction process.

This refinement-level ordered compositing guarantees two fundamental properties in the final composite template:

- The template maintains the finest level of refinement from each timestep utilized in its construction, thus preserving the high fidelity data created by the numerical simulation.
- The composite template provides a basis for resolving the differences in grid cell refinement that exist when a given point in space is covered by different grid cell refinement levels at different points in time. Specifically, every grid cell from any AMR grid hierarchy used to construct the composite template can be mapped to a grid cell of equivalent refinement, or a group of nested grid cells of greater refinement, in the composite template.
Grid Synchronization

The composite template provides the common grid hierarchy necessary for performing query-driven analysis and multitemporal visualization of AMR data. The variable attributes (e.g. pressure, density, etc.) contained in each timestep’s grid hierarchy must now be synchronized with this template. The second fundamental property of the composite template formulates this synchronization process.

Those grid cells (from all grid hierarchies used to generate the composite template) that map to regions of greater refinement in the composite template are synchronized through a regridding process. This regridding process iteratively divides the grid cell in question into a nested group of grid cells of increased refinement. This refinement continues iteratively until grid cells are identical in refinement and hierarchical ordering to the group of nested grid cells in the composite template. To complete the synchronization, I propagate the cell centered value of the original grid cell to the centers of the newly created grid cells. Figure 3.3 illustrates this process. With each timestep’s grid hierarchy synchronized, multitemporal query-driven visualization of AMR data is now possible.

3.4.3 Query-Driven Visualization of Temporal AMR Data

The goal of query-driven analysis is to provide scientists with interactive and resource-efficient methods for visually exploring large multidimensional data. To meet these needs, it is important to process users’ queries, and render the results generated from these queries, as fast as possible. I meet these needs by employing the DP-BIS index (detailed in Part II) to answer multidimensional Boolean range queries. By utilizing a GPU-based index strategy, I can implement the entire QDV process on the GPU and accelerate QDV performance as a whole with the GPU’s parallel processing power. In this implementation, the CPU serves as a host to the GPU, only streaming the minimal data necessary to perform full-resolution queries. All queries are evaluated (and rendered) on the GPU by executing kernels written in NVIDIA’s data-parallel programming language CUDA [78]. QDV in literature typically evaluates scalar data. However, the DP-BIS index can also evaluate vector data, as well as an arbitrary number of timesteps or variables.

The integration of the DP-BIS index into QDV is similar to previous integrations that
utilized a CPU-based index [96]. Both strategies use index building, index searching, record processing, and rendering procedures. The difference between my work and previous work is that I query and render adaptively refined spatiotemporal data. This difference requires, in addition to the use of the composite template and synchronized grid hierarchies (Section 3.4.2), mapping query results to direct the rendering of grid cells during the rendering stage. I discuss DP-BIS index building, searching, and rendering next.

**DP-BIS Index Construction**

The DP-BIS strategy is based upon the observation that query performance can be accelerated through the utilization of multi-resolution information. Supporting this approach requires two levels of informational representation for the AMR data records: full-resolution (the 32-bit base data) and low-resolution information (8-bit encoded data).

The DP-BIS index construction algorithm takes as input the full-resolution AMR data from a single timestep and generates both an encoded and a clustering-based, reordered version of this input. The index construction algorithm performs this operation in two stages. In the first stage, it utilizes a binning strategy to generate a binned (i.e. encoded) version of the data. In the second stage it utilizes a data partitioning strategy, based on a modified Order-preserving Bin-based Cluster (OrBiC), to re-order and store all full-resolution data according to bin value.

The first stage in the index construction process begins by examining and binning - independently - the data from each selected timestep’s hierarchy. For example, given a set of bin boundaries on a variable $A$, such as $(b_0, b_1, \ldots, b_n)$, each bin is defined to be the interval $(b_0 \leq A < b_1)$, $(b_1 \leq A < b_2)$, and so on. DP-BIS binning always utilizes 256 bins, where each bin contains approximately the same number of records. The encoded version of the dataset, referred to as low-resolution data, is created by replacing each 32-bit full-resolution data value with its associated 8-bit bin number (0-255).

The second stage in the index construction process requires partitioning and re-ordering the original full-resolution data. To perform this, records are first partitioned according to their bin numbers. Next, these subsets of data, along with their corresponding row-ID numbers, are sequentially stored in a modified OrBiC table (Section 2.4.2). This operation is performed for all 256 bins. Once the second stage is completed, the modified OrBiC table contains a reordered,
sorted version (i.e. the records are sorted according to bin number) of the original full-resolution data. The total index size is approximately 2.25X the size of the original AMR data. This encoding and reordering of the data is essential to the search process as the next section details.

**DP-BIS Index Searching**

Before query processing begins, low-resolution (i.e. encoded) data for all selected timesteps is first uploaded onto the GPU. Resolving a query then consists of two stages, both performed on the GPU. In the first stage the GPU-resident low-resolution data is evaluated in a low-resolution query. In certain cases this low-resolution information is insufficient and full-resolution data must be utilized. In the second stage, up to two partitions of data from the modified OrBiC table (per variable) are sent to the GPU to assist in evaluating a full-resolution query. The result of this two-stage index searching approach is a single bit-vector — a boolean array, with one entry per AMR data record, that indicates which records (grid cells) have passed and which have failed the query.

In the first stage of the index searching algorithm I first determine the boundaries of the query. Consider an example. Given a user's range constraints on a given variable and timestep, such as (pressure > 100), I first determine the bins that these constraints fall into. In this example, assume that the value “100” for pressure is contained in the value range captured by bin 17. Bin 17 is then defined to be a “boundary bin” for the query. Next, the search process evaluates a low-resolution query by accessing the low-resolution data on the GPU. These low-resolution data records are then characterized as passing (the given record’s value is greater than 17), failing (the given record’s value is less than 17), or in need of full-resolution data (the given record’s value is equal to 17).

In the second stage of the index searching algorithm, those low-resolution records that were characterized in stage one as needing full-resolution data, now undergo a full-resolution query. In this full-resolution query, the partitions of data in the modified OrBiC table corresponding to the boundary bin(s) of the query are streamed to the GPU from the CPU. This data transfer constitutes a trivial impact on PCI-E bandwidth, as a maximum of \( \frac{2}{256} \) the size of the original dataset is transferred over the bus (i.e. at most two boundary bins may exist per variable in a query out of the possible 256 bins). Each record whose low-resolution value corresponds to a boundary bin utilizes the full-resolution data and row-ID information in the data partitions to evaluate a full-resolution query. In the case of a query that constrains more than one variable, the bit-vector solutions from each single
variable are logically combined to form the multi-dimensional query’s final solution.

**Mapping AMR-Based Bit-Vectors to Three-Space**

My rendering algorithm takes the bit-vector solution created in the index search stage, and generates (for cells passing the query) render-able coordinates for dynamically-sized hexahedral cells in three-space. For uniform datasets, bit-vectors are rendered by mapping each record’s unique index to a three-space position (through modular indexing), and rendering a constant sized hexahedral cell at this location. However, these rendering techniques won’t work on query solutions generated from AMR data. AMR grids have dynamic cell sizes, and with arbitrary cell counts per dimension, modular indexing will not work.

My approach to solving this problem is to generate a single record-ID list for each composite template that stores the spatial location and level of refinement of each grid cell in the template’s hierarchy. The ordering of this list coincides with the ordering of the records being queried by the DP-BIS index. Thus, the rendering stage in my implementation first accesses the bit-vector solution of the user’s query. For each record that passes the query, the algorithm uses the record’s index value to lookup the spatial location and level of refinement of that record. The appropriately sized hexahedral cell parameters are then written to a buffer in the GPU’s global memory. The rendering algorithm additionally uses the cell’s refinement level, and a color lookup table, to determine the color to render each grid cell; grid cells of a common refinement level share a common color. The memory is then mapped as a Vertex Buffer Object and rendered to the screen.

### 3.5 Visualization Applications and Analysis

I apply my new query-driven visualization (QDV) method to two datasets. I demonstrate my method’s ability to generate multitemporal visualizations from time-varying AMR data, by visualizing summary statistic information generated from a single query that has been evaluated over multiple timesteps. In my analysis the term, “synchronized AMR data”, refers to AMR data that has been synchronized with a composite template, “non-synchronized AMR data” refers to AMR data that has not been synchronized with a composite template.

All tests were performed on a desktop machine running the Windows XP operating system.
Figure 3.4: This figure depicts images from select timesteps of the Argon Bubble dataset. In this dataset there are three grid hierarchy levels, shown in these images as colored gray (coarsest cell refinement), blue (medium cell refinement), and green (finest cell refinement). The left column of images, (a)–(c), show two-dimensional slices through the AMR grid hierarchies of these select timesteps. The image in figure (d) depicts the composite template I construct from all (18) timesteps I use in my analysis. The right column of images show the cells selected from query-analysis for the individual timesteps; in these images regions where gas density is greater than 1.5 are rendered.
Figure 3.5: These images depict the three transfer functions I employ in my work. In (a) and (b) the colors correspond to levels of AMR grid refinement for the respective Argon Bubble and Hurricane datasets: green colors indicate grid cells of finest refinement, and gray colors indicate grid cells of coarsest refinement. In (c) the colors are used to convey summary statistic information in multitemporal visualizations: blue colors indicate regions where few queries have selected a cell during QDV analysis, and yellow colors indicate regions where the most queries have selected the cell.

with SP2. All GPU kernels were run utilizing NVIDIA’s CUDA software: drivers version 1.6.2, SDK version 1.1 and toolkit version 1.1. I additionally used the following hardware:

- **Motherboard**: EVGA 680i - 1066 MHz FSB; 16X PCI-Express
- **Processor**: Intel QX6700 - 2.66 GHz; 2 x 128 KB L1; 2 x 4 MB L2
- **Co-processor (Graphics Card)**: NVIDIA 8800GTX - 768 MB GDDR3

### 3.5.1 Dataset 1: Argon Bubble with Shock Wave

This dataset models a simulated shock wave passing through an argon bubble surrounded by atmospheric gases (i.e. air). One of the important characteristics of this dataset is the dispersion of the argon gas over time. There are over 1000 simulated timesteps in this dataset where the physical property I analyze is gas density; i.e. mass of gas per unit volume (ranging in values from 1.3 to 5.1). I analyze 18 AMR timesteps from these 1000: the grid hierarchies associated with times 100, 150, . . . , and 950. Each timestep’s (synchronized) hierarchy consists of three refinement levels and a total of 14 million cells.

**Multitemporal Visualization**

The left column of images in Figures 3.4(a) through 3.4(c) depict two-dimensional slices of selected AMR grid hierarchies; these are the grid hierarchies I use to construct my composite template. The right column of images shows cells from these hierarchies that have been rendered through a process of query-driven analysis; all rendered grid cells in images from this column are selected by querying for density values: \(density \geq 1.5\). In both columns, colors depict levels of
grid refinement and are based on the transfer function shown in Figure 3.5(a). Specifically, gray regions indicate grid cells of coarsest refinement in the Argon Bubble simulation; and green regions indicate areas of finest refinement. Compositing the AMR grids from the 18 timesteps results in the composite template shown in Figure 3.4(d).

I use this composite template to generate a multitemporal visualization based on summary statistic information accumulated from queries that select regions of high gas density. I construct this visualization by first generating an integer-based solution array. This array contains one entry for each grid cell in the composite template that tracks how many times its respective grid cell passes a series of queries. I then query the synchronized AMR data of the first timestep (Timestep 100) for grid cells where \( \text{density} \geq 1.5 \)—this query delineates regions of higher gas density. Cells from this timestep that have passed the query increment the value corresponding to their position in the solution array by one. I apply the \textit{same} query to the next timestep’s synchronized AMR data (Timestep 150); results of this query too are added to the array. I repeat this process for all 18 timesteps. The final solution array contains summary statistic data that reveals how higher-levels of gas density disperse spatially over time.

I visualize these summary statistics in Figure 3.6. This figure is colored according to the transfer function shown in Figure 3.5(c). Cells that contain low gas density over the entire length of the simulation (i.e. no query from any timestep indicated the cell passed the query for high density)

Figure 3.6: This multitemporal image depicts summary statistic information gathered from queries processed over 18 select timesteps from the Argon Bubble dataset. In this image, yellow regions indicate areas where high gas density predominantly resides over the course of the Argon Bubble simulation. Light blue regions show areas where only a few timesteps indicate the presence of high gas density; these regions denote where argon is dispersing.
are shown in blue; in contrast, cells that contain higher gas density for the *entire* length of the simulation (i.e. every query over the timesteps indicated the cell passed the query for density) are indicated in yellow. In this multitemporal visualization higher-levels of gas density are distributed over space with respect to time. This type of visualization allows scientists to assess how effective various types of shock-waves are at dispersing chemical gases.

### 3.5.2 Dataset 2: Hurricane Isabel

This dataset was generated by a climate simulation that models a hurricane event over 48 timesteps. This dataset represents a common class of uniform resolution data consisting of a uniform grid of hexahedral cells (500x500x100). Such time dependent datasets can be costly to store and analyze. To ameliorate these costs, I recast this uniform data in a multi-resolution framework to ease storage and visualization demands. I recast the data by adaptively coarsening the flattened grid, in regions where detail is *not* required, into a multi-resolution grid framework that abides by the properties of an AMR hierarchy. I define “important” regions in this process, that is, regions where coarsening should *not* take place, as areas where observed physical properties vary greatly. Those regions where observed physical properties do *not* vary are subjected to coarsening.

The results of this adaptive coarsening are a series of multi-resolution, time-dependent datasets that follow the structural properties of an AMR grid hierarchy. Each timestep in the original source data contains 25 million cells. After coarsening, each timestep contains 5 levels of refinement and a total of 8.6 million cells. Thus the criteria for adaptive coarsening results in a storage savings of about 65%, while still preserving the dataset’s important features. I apply my method for generating multitemporal visualizations to these datasets; I generate a composite template from all timesteps, and then synchronize the timesteps with this template. One of the important characteristics in this dataset is the low-pressure regions that depict the location of the hurricane event. With my new multitemporal visualization method, I effectively characterize these regions. In this section, all queries for pressure are in Pascal units.
Figure 3.7: This series of images, selected from 48 timesteps, compares query results from non-synchronized (left column) and synchronized (right column) AMR grids of the Hurricane Isabel dataset. The query used on each timestep consists of two parts: I query for regions of low pressure $(-200 \leq \text{pressure} \leq 20)$ OR regions of high pressure $(500 \leq \text{pressure} \leq 1000)$. To assist in interpreting these images, the individual regions generated from these low and high pressure queries are shown in Figures 3.8(a) and 3.8(b).
Figure 3.8: This figure depicts grid cells in the Hurricane dataset that contain relatively low (a) and high pressure (b).

**Multitemporal Visualization**

Figure 3.7 depicts select non-synchronized (left column) and synchronized (right column) timesteps from the hurricane dataset. The top row illustrates the individual grid hierarchies generated from my adaptive coarsening approach; the bottom row depicts the same grid hierarchies after synchronization with a composite template. The cells rendered in these images (both top and bottom rows) have passed a double-constraint query for pressure that selects cells from a given timestep that either contain low pressure OR high pressure: \((-200 \leq \text{pressure} \leq 20)\) OR \((500 \leq \text{pressure} \leq 1000)\). To assist in interpreting the data in Figure 3.7, I show the regions of isolated low pressure in Figure 3.8(a) and isolated high pressure in Figure 3.8(b).

The regions in Figure 3.7, as well as those in Figure 3.8(a) and Figure 3.8(b), are colored according to the transfer function in Figure 3.5(b); green regions indicate grid cells of finest refinement, and gray regions indicate grid cells of coarsest refinement. In both columns of images in Figure 3.7 observe that the low pressure regions, which characterize the important hurricane event, are preserved at the finest level of cell refinement. In contrast, regions of high pressure, which characterize areas where little observable variation in physical properties occur, are predominately coarsened by my adaptive coarsening method. In the right column of images in Figure 3.7, which show results for querying timesteps of composited and synchronized AMR grids, the path of the hurricane is preserved at the finest level of refinement in the composite template as indicated by the green path.

I utilize this composite template to generate a multitemporal visualization based on summary statistics from queries—processed over each of the simulation’s 48 timesteps—that select
regions of low pressure. This process is analogous to the one performed in Section 3.5.1 for the Ar- gon Bubble dataset. I begin by querying the synchronized AMR data of the first timestep (Timestep 1) for all cells with pressure values in the range of \((-200 \leq \text{pressure} \leq 20)\) — note that this query characterizes regions of hurricane activity in the numerical simulation. The results of this query are stored in an array. This process is repeated for all 48 timesteps; each query indicating in the array, those cells that have passed its query. The final results of the array contain summary statistics that indicate how the hurricane event, as characterized by the queries for low-pressure, evolves spatiotemporally.

I visualize these summary statistics in Figure 3.9. This figure is colored according to the transfer function shown in Figure 3.5(c). In this multitemporal visualization, cells that predomi-
nantly contain low pressure over time — indicated in yellow — define the path of the hurricane.
Table 3.1: This table depicts, for an increasing number of timesteps and records queried, performance times taken during the analysis of the Hurricane dataset (Section 3.5.2). The results are given according to three ranges for query selectivity: queries where 1%, 10%, and 20% of the available records are selected by the query. The first value in any given column and row entry is the time to answer the query, the second number is the time to render the query’s solution; both of these values are given in milliseconds. The final number is the total number of queries processed and rendered per second; this measurement depicts the total performance experienced by the end user and encapsulates the two previous times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Timesteps Queried</th>
<th>1% selectivity</th>
<th>10% selectivity</th>
<th>20% selectivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ms / ms / qps)</td>
<td>(ms / ms / qps)</td>
<td>(ms / ms / qps)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (8.6 million cells)</td>
<td>1.9 / 40.1 / 23.3</td>
<td>1.9 / 59.1 / 16.1</td>
<td>1.9 / 74.0 / 13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (17.2 million cells)</td>
<td>3.1 / 41.7 / 22.0</td>
<td>4.0 / 59.4 / 15.5</td>
<td>4.0 / 74.8 / 12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 (25.8 million cells)</td>
<td>5.0 / 41.9 / 20.9</td>
<td>5.86 / 60.1 / 14.8</td>
<td>6.0 / 75.9 / 12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 (34.4 million cells)</td>
<td>7.0 / 42.0 / 19.9</td>
<td>7.0 / 61.8 / 14.3</td>
<td>8.0 / 76.9 / 11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (43 million cells)</td>
<td>8.1 / 43.8 / 18.9</td>
<td>10.4 / 60.5 / 14.0</td>
<td>12.6 / 77.2 / 11.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Performance

There are two factors that contribute to the response time of a QDV application: the time it takes to process a query (Section 3.4.3), and the time it takes to render the query’s solution (Section 3.4.3). To the user, these two times appear as a unified sum that I define as “query-driven response time”. I analyze the performance of my work by presenting the query-driven response times in terms of the number of queries I can process and render in a single second. I additionally show this metric in terms of its two principal components: the time it takes to answer a query and the time to render the query’s results.

Each timestep from the coarsened, synchronized Hurricane dataset (for the variable pressure) consists of 8.6 million cells. I evaluate my method’s performance by independently analyzing two query characteristics important to QDV. I analyze QDV performance with respect to increasingly complex queries (i.e. the number of timesteps evaluated by the query), and QDV performance with respect to decreasingly selective queries (i.e. the percentage of cells that passed the query). The former query characteristic impacts the time it takes to process a query; the more timesteps in a query, the more time it takes to process the query. The latter impacts the time it takes to render the results of the query; queries with low selectivity select more cells that must be processed and rendered to the screen.

I begin the tests by querying a single timestep with queries that select 1%, 10%, and 20%
of the cells as hits. As mentioned, I record for each of these queries the time it takes to answer a query, render the result of the query, as well as the total number queries I process and render in a single second. I then consider an additional timestep in the queries, and repeat the same sequence of tests. I repeat this process until a total of five timesteps are simultaneously evaluated by all queries. The results of these tests are shown in Table 3.1.

The values shown in Table 3.1 indicate that performance for the QDV method is predominantly determined by the selectivity and not the complexity of a given query. Thus, users who analyze numerous variables or numerous timesteps in their queries, so long as the selectivity of these queries is high, will experience excellent performance with my method. Users whose queries are not very selective (i.e. select a large number of cells to render), even if they are only analyzing one variable, will experience slower performance. Note that even at the lowest level of performance (five timesteps at 20% selectivity in Table 3.1), my method is still operating above performance levels considered interactive (typically, any implementation that functions in excess of 6 Hz is considered interactive), and is providing excellent performance for QDV functionality.

### 3.6 Summary

I have presented a new method for performing query-driven visualization of time-varying AMR data. With this new analysis and visualization approach, scientists can construct multitemporal visualizations that convey, in a single image, how queries characterizing important interactions or properties evolve over time.

As I have shown, well-characterized range queries are capable of identifying temporal and spatial regions where many domain-specific events occur: e.g. the path of a hurricane’s vortex region (Section 3.5.2) or the leading front of a shock-wave traveling through an inert atmosphere (Section 3.5.1). Beyond indicating these regions, however, queries reveal little about the variable interactions or complex trends that lie in the domain of these characterizations. In the next part of this dissertation, Part IV, I present two statistical-based methods for generating greater insight and understanding into the solution space of a user’s query.
Part IV

Integrating Statistical Analysis Methods
with Query-Driven Visualization
Chapter 4

Variable Interactions in Query-Driven Visualization

4.1 Introduction

Obstacles hindering scientific research may be broadly categorized into two separate but overlapping groups. The first category, concerned mainly with issues of throughput, includes the challenges inherent to efficiently managing and visualizing large-scale datasets. The second category includes the difficulties associated with attaining insight from datasets of high-complexity.

Query-driven visualization (QDV) is well-suited for performing analysis and visualization on datasets that are both large and highly complex [111, 112]. Tools like FastBit leverage highly efficient (in terms of speed and compression) data management techniques to rapidly identify and visualize “regions of interest” within a dataset [41, 94–96]. Specified with Boolean range queries (e.g. \( \text{Methane} < 0.25 \text{M} \) AND \( 760 \text{ Torr} \leq \text{Pressure} \leq 820 \text{ Torr} \)), these regions of interest tend to be significantly smaller subsets of the original dataset; thus, these regions require less time and computational effort to analyze, visualize, and interpret.

Well-characterized range queries are capable of identifying spatial regions where many domain-specific events occur: combustion flame fronts, vortices, chemical reaction fronts, etc. Beyond indicating these regions, however, queries reveal little about variable interactions or complex trends that lie in the domain of these characterizations. In such regions of interest, it is the behav-
ioral trends between variables, or groups of variables, that are more important in providing insight than the traits or locations of individual variables alone. The challenge is to extend the strengths of QDV with methods that identify behavioral trends and provide insight into regions of interest through coherent and meaningful visualizations.

The novel contributions of this work are techniques that extend the capabilities of QDV by providing intuitive insight in determining:

- how sets of variables in complex datasets interact throughout regions of interest, and
- the role other variables play in influencing these interactions.

I utilize the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of all variables in a query, to reveal initial information about statistical regions of interest within the query’s solution space. The CDF for each variable is formed by integrating over the query’s solution space and accumulating the variable’s values as a histogram. Statistically, the solution set of a query is represented as an aggregate of histograms, one histogram for each variable expressed in the query.

I extend this analysis further by incorporating the use of correlation fields. Correlation fields provide insight into localized correlation between any two variables. By mapping a correlation field onto a third variable’s isosurfaces (specifically, the statistically important isovalues suggested by the variable’s CDF), statistically important interactions between any three variables in a dataset are readily visualized, allowing for trends between variables in a user’s query to be identified.

In this method, CDFs and correlation fields are constrained to the query’s solution space. By working exclusively in the query’s solution space, this method takes full advantage of the performance benefits inherent to QDV strategies. Specifically, computational efforts are only focused on regions that have been rapidly identified (via a query engine) as “interesting” by the user’s query. This method’s integrated analysis extends current query solutions by revealing statistical trends of interactivity (i.e. dependency and independence) between any triad of variables in the solution space of the query.

I discuss research related to my efforts in the next section. Section 4.3 defines the terminology used to describe multivariate queries. I utilize this terminology, in Section 4.4, to describe my method. In Section 4.5, I present a detailed discussion of variable interactions in the context of flame-front analysis.
4.2 Previous Work

Numerous methods have been developed for the management and visualization of large datasets. Some of the more effective software solutions include local adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [16], and the bitvector compression techniques used in query based strategies [112].

Based on adaptive numerical discretization techniques used to approximate solutions for partial differential equations (PDE), AMR algorithms work on the principal that many physical phenomena (e.g. second-order systems such as wave equations, particles interfaces, radiative heat transfer, charged-fluid plasma models, low-Mach combustion, etc.) exhibit variations in scale [16]. Standard numerical solutions require the discretization of the phenomenon’s domain space to be within an acceptable margin of error (as determined by the algebraic analogues of the PDE). In many cases, due to the need for high resolution (i.e. due to discontinuities), the discretization becomes very dense and costly.

Rather than creating a uniform grid of high density, AMR begins with a relatively course grid and adaptively refines the mesh resolution only in regions requiring higher levels of accuracy. The range of resolution is usually fixed with an assigned initial coarse resolution. Regions requiring further detail are refined recursively until either the maximum level of refinement is reached, or the desired level of accuracy has been achieved. For a single simulation, numerous levels of refinement are possible. Advantages of AMR include dramatically reduced storage requirements and computational analysis (on a per-node basis).

Strategies based upon QDV are designed on the premise that smaller subsets of data are usually the genesis of insight or breakthroughs to new trends [13, 45]. The goal of query-driven analysis is the rapid isolation and visualization of “interesting data” (as determined by user dictated Boolean range queries) from the dataset. One of the most daunting challenges in data analysis is the rapid identification and retrieval of these records. Efficient compressed bitmap index technologies, like FastBit [111, 112], achieve this goal through compression and accelerated algorithms that allow for the rapid retrieval of queried records.

The field of multivariate visualization has also been actively researched. Scatterplot matrices are perhaps the most direct visualization of correlation between multiple variables [107]. The primary limitation of scatterplot matrices lies in the fact that scatterplots show correlations in data
range space, but do not offer the ability to see such correlations in the native spatial coordinates of
the dataset.

Methods for determining correlation have been well studied, and there are many approaches established for measuring correlation between pairs of scalar variables [52]. The use of scalar field gradients as a comparison measure of correlation [31] was recently used in work that utilized Multifield-graphs [89]. In that work, correlation between sets of variables (i.e. fields) was visualized with a graph structure.

Parallel coordinates are a compact, two-dimensional visualization of trends between multiple variables [53]. The concept of parallel coordinates was extended by Fua et al. [33] to support large datasets, clustering, and interactive brushing. Blended texture approaches for two-dimensional scalar fields have also been explored with the goal of compactly conveying as much information as possible about variable trends on a single surface [100, 101].

While two-dimensional visualizations of multivariate correlation are common, three-dimensional and time-varying visualizations are comparatively rare. Akiba et al. [1] have performed initial work in the area of higher dimensional multivariate rendering by utilizing a parallel coordinates-based transfer function widget to direct the rendering of multivariate and time-varying datasets.

There is still a need for methods, applicable to large multivariate data, that elucidate how variables behave and interact within regions of interest. In this chapter, I combine CDFs and correlation fields to extend the solutions generated by QDV approaches. With this method I am able to evaluate (with respect to the query’s solution space) any three variables, and the interactions between these variables, in a meaningful way.

4.3 Cumulative Distribution Functions and Correlation Fields

In this section I formalize two principal statistical concepts used in my method. The first portion of this section defines the CDF construction performed for each variable used in a given query. The second part of this section explains the process for creating correlation fields between two variables. Correlation fields are used, with the CDFs of the query’s variables, to visually evaluate any three variables, and the interactions between these variables, within the solution space of the query.
4.3.1 The Univariate Universe

Let a finite universe $\mathcal{U}$ be defined such that $\mathcal{U} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^3$. Additionally, let $\mathcal{U}$ be defined to be univariate; there exists exactly one mapping function, $f$, considered valid on $\mathcal{U}$ that maps each of $\mathcal{U}$’s elements $f : \mathbb{R}^3 \to \mathbb{R}$. This is the usual definition for a scalar field dataset in $\mathbb{R}^3$ space.

A common notion in such a universe is that of the level set. In $\mathcal{U}$, level sets are defined implicitly through the mapping function $f$. Thus, the explicit level set for any real value $a$ is equivalent to the exhaustive solution of the inverted mapping function when evaluated at $a$ (i.e. $f^{-1}(a)$). Notationally, $\mathcal{A}_{f \rightarrow a}$ denotes the explicit level set formed for the real value $a$ by the mapping function $f$ in the universe $\mathcal{U}$:

$$\mathcal{A}_{f \rightarrow a} = \{x : (x \in \mathcal{U}) \land (f : x \rightarrow a)\} \quad (4.1)$$

When $\mathcal{U} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^2$ or $\mathcal{U} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^3$, these level sets are used to construct isocurves and isosurfaces respectively.

Without loss of generality, I assume that a finite number of level sets $(\mathcal{A}_{f \rightarrow a}, \ldots, \mathcal{A}_{f \rightarrow n})$ are generated by $f$, and that the cardinality of these sets is also finite. I observe that the mapping function $f$ may then be represented by the discrete random variable $\mathcal{X}_f$. This random variable takes any real value $(a, \ldots, n)$ from the possible functional mappings of $f$, and thus describes the distribution behavior of the real-valued function $f$ over the sample space of $\mathcal{U}$. Appropriately, a probability mass function (PMF) for $\mathcal{X}_f$, denoted $p_{\mathcal{X}_f}$, may be constructed:

$$p_{\mathcal{X}_f}(a) = P(\mathcal{X}_f = a) = \frac{\|\mathcal{A}_{f \rightarrow a}\|}{\|\mathcal{U}\|} \quad (4.2)$$

Here $P(\mathcal{X}_f = a)$, or more generally $P(E)$, denotes the probability of event $E$ occurring. Specifically, Equation 4.2 states the probability that the mapping function $f$ will map a randomly selected element in $\mathcal{U}$ to the real value $a$. Combining all PMFs for a single random variable forms the appropriate CDF, denoted $F_{\mathcal{X}_f}$, for $\mathcal{X}_f$:

$$F_{\mathcal{X}_f}(n) = P(\mathcal{X}_f \leq n) = \frac{\bigcup_{i=a}^{n} \mathcal{A}_{f \rightarrow i}}{\|\mathcal{U}\|} \quad (4.3)$$

Here Equation 4.3 states the probability that the mapping function $f$ will map a randomly selected
element in \( \mathcal{U} \) to any real value between \( a \) and \( n \) (inclusive).

### 4.3.2 The Multivariate Universe

I extend this definition of a random variable to the case of multivariate universes where there exist multiple valid mapping functions \( (f, g, \ldots, k : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}) \). As with the univariate universe, a unique random variable, \( X_f, X_g, \ldots, X_k \), may be created for each valid mapping function that describes the distribution behavior of this real-valued function over the sample space of \( \mathcal{U} \).

For each of these random variables, a joint PMF and CDF may be defined. For example, given real constraints for random variable \( X_g \) in a multivariate universe \( \mathcal{U} \), the joint mass and distribution functions of \( X_f \) are expressed:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Pr_{X_f | X_g}(a | c \leq X_g \leq d) &= \frac{\| S_{f \rightarrow a} \cap \bigcup_{i=c}^{d} S_{g \rightarrow i} \|}{\| \mathcal{U} \|} \quad (4.4) \\
F_{X_f | X_g}(a | c \leq X_g \leq d) &= \frac{\bigcup_{i=c}^{d} S_{f \rightarrow i} \cap \bigcup_{i=c}^{d} S_{g \rightarrow i} \|}{\| \mathcal{U} \|} \quad (4.5)
\end{align*}
\]

Observe that Equations 4.4 and 4.5 above may be extended such that the conditioning of random variable \( X_f \) includes any additional random variables \( X_h, \ldots, X_k \) that define distributions of valid mapping functions on \( \mathcal{U} \).

### 4.3.3 Multivariate Queries

I define a Boolean query, \( q \), as a composite function that operates on those mapping functions considered valid on \( \mathcal{U} \). More formally, \( q : (f : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}) \rightarrow \mathbb{B} \), resulting in the solution set for the query, denoted as \( \mathcal{Q} \):

\[
\mathcal{Q} = \{ x : (x \in \mathcal{U}) \land (q : (f : x \rightarrow \mathbb{R}) \rightarrow 1) \} \quad (4.6)
\]

Note that if \( \mathcal{U} \) is multivariate, the query function may extend to include any of the possible valid mapping functions for \( \mathcal{U} \).

The solution set \( \mathcal{Q} \) is a reduced sample space of \( \mathcal{U} \). Appropriately, the level sets valid
in \( \mathcal{D} \) for each mapping function will also be reduced (to some degree) from their unconditioned counterparts. These reduced level sets visually represent the conditional reduction imposed by the constraints of the composite query function \( q \). For my purposes I restrict such general query functions to be Boolean range queries (e.g. “\( X < 100, X > 10 \), or \( 0 < X < 10 \)”) where continuous regions of \( \mathcal{Y} \) are defined to be in \( \mathcal{D} \).

### 4.3.4 Correlation Fields

The differential operator \( \nabla \) acts as a composite function that can take any mapping function valid on \( \mathcal{Y} \) to construct a gradient field in \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

Given two mapping functions (for illustrative purposes, \( f \) and \( g \)), represented by respective random variables \( \mathcal{X}_f \) and \( \mathcal{X}_g \), a scalar field indicating the localized correlation measured between these two variables may be constructed by observing the cosine of the angle between the two corresponding gradient fields generated by \( \nabla f \) and \( \nabla g \). In my method, this measurement of correlation is taken by observing the normalized dot product between the two gradient fields. Using random variables \( \mathcal{X}_f \) and \( \mathcal{X}_g \), the correlation field is represented:

\[
C_{\mathcal{X}_f, \mathcal{X}_g} = \nabla f \cdot \nabla g
\]  

(4.7)

Correlation coefficients (being summary statistics) and scatterplots are only indicators of “global” trends. Correlation fields, on the other hand, are useful for the spatial and “local” analysis of correlation; they identify regions, restricted to a particular query’s solution set, where important variable interactions and trends take place.

### 4.4 Method

In my method, I utilize CDFs in conjunction with correlation fields to elucidate how variables in a given query interact. Given the solution set \( \mathcal{D} \) for a specific Boolean range query in a multivariate universe, I conduct my analysis in the following manner. I first begin by determining the individual “contributions” to \( \mathcal{D} \) made by each variable in the query. This is performed by integrating over the reduced sample space of \( \mathcal{D} \), and recording each variable’s values in a histogram
(one histogram per variable).

Next, these variables are classified based upon their respective histograms. This classification is performed by sorting the entries in each variable’s histogram by frequency of occurrence in $\mathcal{D}$. From the definitions in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, I observe that this is equivalent to defining each variable’s distribution in $\mathcal{D}$ as a random variable, and sorting all possible values for these random variables based upon probability (as expressed in Equation 4.4). Additionally, I observe that these histogram entries are represented by level sets, and thus isosurfaces, in $\mathcal{D}$. Continuing with this notion of level sets, the following general classification is performed:

- Level sets for a given variable with a probability greater than one standard deviation above the mean of the variable’s other level set probabilities are labeled as principal level sets. Principal level sets make up the majority of the query’s solution. These level sets offer the most potential for gaining insight, when used in conjunction with a correlation field, as they convey the most representative behavior of the variable in the reduced sample space of $\mathcal{D}$.

- All other level sets are secondary level sets.

After determining the principal level sets, any two variables of interest are selected to construct a correlation field—performed by observing the normalized dot product between two generated gradient fields as shown in Equation 4.7. Note that the chosen variables do not have to be part of the query, merely constrained by it. Working exclusively in the query’s solution space allows for this method to take full advantage of performance benefits inherent to QDV strategies. Specifically, computational efforts are only focused on regions that have been rapidly identified (via a query engine) as “interesting” by the user’s query.

Principal level sets are then rendered through this correlation field as isosurfaces and “colored” with the transfer function corresponding to the correlation field generated from the two previously selected variables. This method of exploration offers several levels of insight. Consider two variables $\mathcal{X}_f$ and $\mathcal{X}_g$. Let $C_{\mathcal{X}_f,\mathcal{X}_g}$ be the correlation field between $\mathcal{X}_f$ and $\mathcal{X}_g$. To explore the interaction of a third variable $\mathcal{X}_h$ with $C_{\mathcal{X}_f,\mathcal{X}_g}$, I render isosurfaces (from respective principal level sets) of $\mathcal{X}_h$ colored by scalar values from $C_{\mathcal{X}_f,\mathcal{X}_g}$. Below, I discuss two behaviors that may be observed in this type of visualization (additional behaviors are addressed in Section 4.5):
• **Behavior:** Isosurfaces of $X_h$ are consistently multi-colored, with positive, zero, and negative correlation intermixed across the surface. Or, alternatively, isosurfaces of $X_h$ are predominantly and consistently colored by either positive, zero, or negative correlation.

**Interpretation:** This type of behavior indicates little correlation between $X_h$, and the correlation field $C_{X_fX_g}$. If varying $X_h$ consistently shows either no change in the correlation between $X_f$ and $X_g$, or “random” changes, it is difficult to infer any relationship between $X_h$ and $C_{X_fX_g}$.

• **Behavior:** Isosurfaces of $X_h$ are colored predominantly with a single correlation value (e.g. positive, zero, or negative). As isosurface values for $X_h$ change, the predominant correlation value coloring the surface changes.

**Interpretation:** This behavior indicates the possible existence of a scientifically-important relationship between $X_h$ and $C_{X_fX_g}$. One explanation of this behavior may be that variable $X_h$ influences the correlation between $X_f$ and $X_g$. Alternatively, the correlation between $X_f$ and $X_g$ may effect the variable $X_h$.

Using this visualization method, it is instructive to look for isosurface regions corresponding to near-zero correlation. Unlike areas of positive or negative correlation (low entropy, high mutual information), near-zero correlation regions correspond to areas of high entropy and low mutual information. The Intermediate Value Theorem may be used to show that to move from an area of positive correlation to an area of negative correlation, or vice versa, one must pass through a point of zero correlation. As with any system, the corresponding increase in entropy must be caused by external events or internal processes. If large parts of an isosurface of one variable coherently follow such a transformation between two other variables (positive to negative, or negative to positive), then it is likely that the isosurface rendered at the point of near-zero correlation between the two other variables is important to the external event or internal process causing the entropy change. This method’s utility is its ability to identify the transitions (i.e. areas of maximal entropy) that indicate regions of important change or variable interactivity in a user’s query.
Figure 4.1: These images show photographed (a) and illustrated (b) methane combustion. The illustration, at right, also labels the principal regions of the methane flame involved in the combustion process. The outer region (1) corresponds to the atmospheric environment, around the methane fuel source, consisting of nitrogen, oxygen, and small amounts of water. The mixing region (2) contains the fuel source and thus the highest concentration of methane. The reaction region (3) is where the “flame fronts” and a diverse collection of chemical intermediates reside. The product region (4) contains the highest concentration of water and carbon dioxide—the final products in the combustion process.

4.5 Application and Analysis

I apply the techniques developed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 to two combustion datasets. The first dataset models the combustion of a methane flame, while the second dataset models the turbulent combustion of an ultra-lean premixed hydrogen flame.

In the study of combustion, it is important to understand flame anatomy. Figure 4.1 shows photographed and illustrated methane combustion. In the illustrated image, important regions of the flame are labelled:

1. The outer region, in light blue, corresponds to the atmospheric environment, found around the fuel source, consisting of nitrogen, oxygen, and trace amounts of water.

2. The mixture region, in green, corresponds to the region in which the fuel source, and thus the highest concentration of methane, exists. Note that in this region, oxygen and other atmospheric gasses also still exist.

3. The reaction region, in red, is the most complex region chemically. In this region, “flame
fronts” arise along the leading fronts of fuel and oxygen combustion.

4. The product region, in blue, contains the highest concentration of both water and carbon dioxide—the final products of methane combustion.

The above information also generalizes to hydrogen combustion flames. In both methane and hydrogen combustion mechanisms, intermediate compounds and radical species are produced and consumed in the reaction region. The numerous interactions between these species, and the more stable chemical species (i.e. the hydrogen or methane fuel, oxygen, nitrogen, etc.), form a sequence of events I define as combustion. In the remainder of this section I explore the methane and hydrogen combustion datasets, using my method to identify scientifically interesting relationships between variables.

4.5.1 Methane Combustion

I discuss in detail the application and resulting analysis of my method to a methane combustion dataset\(^1\). The abbreviated, general chemical equation for methane combustion is shown in Figure 4.3. Here, oxygen \((O_2)\) and methane \((CH_4)\) react to produce water \((H_2O)\), carbon dioxide

\[
2O_2 + CH_4 \rightarrow 2H_2O + CO_2 + \lambda
\]

\(^1\)The sample data used in this example is related to a simulation [15, 27] of a lean premixed turbulent methane flame, which incorporates 20 chemical species and 84 reactions.
Figure 4.4: Oxygen ($O_2$) and carbon dioxide ($CO_2$) concentrations from the methane combustion dataset are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The derived correlation field for these two gases is shown in (c). Areas of strong positive correlation (shown in red) in the mixing regions in (c), which do not appear in either (a) or (b), are a result of using normalized dot products to construct the correlation field. Normalization allows for the observation of interactions between these gases, even at trace concentration levels.

($CO_2$), and energy ($\lambda$). Ethylene ($C_2H_4$), one of the intermediate chemical species produced and consumed in the combustion process, is shown above the red loop.

My analysis focuses on isosurfaces of temperature (i.e. isotherms) in respect to two separate correlation fields: the correlation field derived from $O_2$ and $CO_2$, and the correlation field derived from $H_2O$ and $C_2H_4$.

To begin, Figure 4.4 depicts the concentrations of $O_2$ and $CO_2$ ((a) and (b), respectively). In these images, red regions indicate areas of high concentrations and blue regions indicate areas of low concentrations. Figure 4.4(c) shows a 2-dimensional slice of the correlation field derived from $O_2$ and $CO_2$. For this image, red regions indicate strong positive correlation, blue regions indicate strong negative correlation, and green regions indicate regions where there is little to no correlation.

Note that areas of strong positive correlation (visible in the mixing regions) in Figure 4.4(c), which are not discernible in either Figure 4.4(a) or (b), are a result of using normalized dot products to construct the correlation field. Normalization allows for the observation of interactions between these gases, even at trace concentration levels.

To interpret the correlation image in Figure 4.4(c), observe that in the blue regions (i.e. when moving to the center of the image from either just left or right of center), the concentrations of $CO_2$ and $O_2$ are simultaneously increasing and decreasing respectively; in red regions, $O_2$ concen-
Figure 4.5: From the methane combustion dataset, temperature isosurface values of 300, 1000, and 1800 degrees Celsius are shown “colored” with the correlation field derived from oxygen ($O_2$) and carbon dioxide ($CO_2$). Note that the isotherms lie in regions of strong negative correlation, regardless of temperature value; this is visually evident because each surface is predominantly colored blue (negative correlation from Figure 4.2). Physically, this indicates that any correlation between $O_2$ and $CO_2$ (shown in Figure 4.4(c)) is independent of temperature.

Concentrations increase in the same direction as $CO_2$. In the green regions, because they are uncorrelated, no discernible trend exists between $O_2$ and $CO_2$. Observing Figure 4.1(b), it is clear that the region where $O_2$ and $CO_2$ are positively correlated in Figure 4.4(c) corresponds to the mixture region. Figure 4.4(c) shows strong negative correlation outside the mixture region, especially on the mixture region’s outer edge, and in the whole of the product region. This negative correlation in the product region is intuitive from the inverse relationship shared between these two chemical species as defined in Equation 8 (i.e. $O_2$ is a reactant and $CO_2$ is a product).

Coloring the isosurfaces of a single variable with the correlation field derived from two other variables is useful in identifying the important interactions occurring, or trends shared, between all three variables (as discussed in Section 4.4). Figure 4.5 depicts isosurfaces of increasing temperature that are colored with the correlation field shown in Figure 4.4(c). All isosurfaces in Figure 4.5 (shown at 300, 1000, and 1800 degrees Celsius) lie in regions of strong negative correlation, regardless of temperature value; this is visually evident because each surface is predominantly colored blue (negative correlation from Figure 4.2). This indicates that temperature has little influence on the relationship between $O_2$ and $CO_2$, or conversely, that any interactions between $O_2$ and $CO_2$ are independent of temperature (i.e. they are neither exothermic or endothermic which indicates that these two species are NOT reactive in this simulation).

As a second example in this dataset, I examine the relationship between the stable species
Figure 4.6: Water ($H_2O$) and ethylene ($C_2H_4$) concentrations from the methane combustion dataset are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The derived correlation field for these two gasses is shown in (c). The switch from strong positive correlation to strong negative correlation in the reaction region corresponds to the area in which $C_2H_4$ is both produced and consumed, and $H_2O$ is produced, in the process of combustion. The strong correlation (both positive and negative) in the center of the flame, as well as the atmospheric region, demonstrates the correlation field’s ability to show fine-scale interactions (see also Figure 4.4(c)).

Figure 4.7: These images depict increasing ((a) through (f)) isosurface values of temperature (isotherms) colored by values of the correlation field derived from water ($H_2O$) and ethylene ($C_2H_4$) (see Figure 4.6(c)). As temperature values increase, the predominant correlation between $H_2O$ and $C_2H_4$ along the isotherms shifts from strongly positive (red) in (a), to strongly negative (blue) in (f). This shift suggests that temperature is itself negatively correlated with the $H_2O$-$C_2H_4$ correlation.
$H_2O$, which exists in the product region, and the intermediate species $C_2H_4$, which exists primarily in the reaction region. As previously mentioned, interactions between intermediate species and more stable species are essential for combustion to occur. Figure 4.6 shows concentrations of $H_2O$ and $C_2H_4$ ((a) and (b) respectively), and the corresponding correlation field generated between these two variables in (c). Interestingly, the switch from strong positive correlation to strong negative correlation in the reaction region corresponds to the area in which ethylene is both produced and consumed, and water is produced, in the process of combustion. Areas of strong correlation (both positive and negative) in the center of the flame, as well as in the atmospheric region, demonstrate the correlation field’s ability to show fine-scale trends (see also Figure 4.4(c)).

As with my first example, it is possible to color isotherms with values in the $H_2O-C_2H_4$ correlation field as shown in Figure 4.7. Unlike Figure 4.5, which showed little correlation between temperature and the $O_2-CO_2$ correlation, temperature seems to be correlated (to some degree) with the relationship between $H_2O$ and $C_2H_4$. Visually, this is supported by Figure 4.7. At low temperature, Figure 4.7(a), the isotherm is in the mixture region. Along the isotherm in the concentration fields, the gradients point inward, thus yielding strong positive correlation in the correlation field. This correlation means that the direction of greatest increasing $H_2O$ concentration is very similar to the direction of greatest increasing $C_2H_4$ concentration.

As the temperature value increases, the isosurface moves steadily into the reaction region. Along these isotherms the correlation between $H_2O$ and $C_2H_4$ begins to change. By the third isotherm (Figure 4.7(c)) there is little correlation between the chemical species (as per Figure 4.2, green indicates regions of near-zero correlation). Thus, over the isotherm, one can infer very little about changes in $H_2O$ concentration from changes in $C_2H_4$ concentration (and vice versa).

It is in these regions of near-zero correlation where I make the following observation. As discussed in Section 4.4, those regions where the correlation field for two variables is uniformly minimal over a predominant region on the isosurface of a third variable indicate areas of important changes or interactivity between all three variables. Additionally, if large parts of an isosurface of one variable coherently follow a transformation in correlation between two other variables (positive to negative, or negative to positive) as depicted in Figure 4.7(c), then it is likely that the isosurface rendered at the point of near-zero correlation between the two other variables is important to the external event or internal process causing the entropy change.
To interpret this in the context of my dataset, I know that \( C_2H_4 \) is a temporary species formed and consumed in the process of combustion. In the flame front regions, I expect the concentration of such species to be relatively high. Conversely, I expect \( H_2O \) concentrations to be relatively low on the edge of the flame front. The correlation between \( C_2H_4 \) and \( H_2O \) will then be minimal, i.e. higher entropically, in these areas where the production and consumption of \( C_2H_4 \), and production of \( H_2O \) is greatest (i.e. the regions at, or near, the flame fronts).

Increasing the temperature further reveals regions of strong negative correlation, specifically in the product region. I know from basic knowledge about the regions (see Figures 4.6(a) and (b)), that concentrations of \( H_2O \) are low in the mixture and outer region (where the temperature is also low), thus the correlation field indicates that \( C_2H_4 \) concentrations should also be low. In the product region, where the temperature is hottest, I know that concentrations of \( H_2O \) are high so that from the correlation field I then know that concentrations of \( C_2H_4 \) should be very low. This pattern suggests that temperature itself is negatively correlated with the correlation between \( H_2O \) and \( C_2H_4 \).

### 4.5.2 Hydrogen Combustion

In this section, I discuss the application and resulting analysis of my method to a hydrogen combustion dataset\(^2\). The general chemical equation for hydrogen combustion is: \( O_2 + 2H_2 \Rightarrow 2H_2O + \lambda \). Rather than focusing on the abridged, general reaction, I instead analyze two intermediate reactions principal to the formation of water in combustion:

The chemical equation in Figure 4.8(a) shows a hydrogen radical \((H)\) interacting with elemental oxygen \((O_2)\) to produce a perhydroxyl radical \((HO_2)\). The chemical equation in Figure 4.8(b) shows a hydroxyl radical \((OH)\) reacting with \( HO_2 \) to produce water \((H_2O)\) and \( O_2 \).

In the hydrogen combustion dataset, isosurfaces of increasing \( H_2O \) and \( H \) concentrations

---

\(^2\)The data for this example is extracted from an as yet unpublished simulation of a lean premixed turbulent hydrogen flame, incorporating 9 species and 27 reactions.
Figure 4.9: These images depict increasing (a) through (f) iso-concentrations of water ($H_2O$) colored by values from the correlation field of oxygen ($O_2$) and perhydroxyl radical ($HO_2$) (see Figure 4.10(c)). As water concentration increases, the predominant correlation along the isosurface shifts from strongly negative (blue) in (a), to strongly positive (red) in (f). This shift suggests that $H_2O$ concentration is itself positively correlated with the $O_2$-$HO_2$ correlation. Local variations in this observed correlation (e.g. the bottom of the isosurfaces transitioning from negative correlation to positive correlation faster than the top of the isosurfaces) are likely due to the fact that in the hydrogen dataset, unlike the methane dataset, burning occurs unevenly along the isotherms. Such variations in combustion influences both the rates of reactions and the locations of reaction fronts. As such, transitions in correlation are expected to occur at different concentrations in the isosurfaces of $H_2O$ (as this image depicts).
Figure 4.10: I show slices through an ultra-lean premixed hydrogen flame combustion dataset. Unlike the methane combustion dataset, in which burning occurs "evenly" along isotherms, combustion in the hydrogen dataset is very uneven and results in a characteristic "bubbling" shape. Oxygen ($O_2$) and perhydroxyl radical ($HO_2$) concentrations are shown in (a) and (b), respectively. The derived correlation field for these two gases, which highlights their turbulent interplay within the reaction region, is shown in (c).

are separately rendered through a correlation field constructed from $O_2$ and $HO_2$.

Figures 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show the concentrations of $O_2$ and $HO_2$, respectively. Here, as with the methane example, red regions indicate the highest concentrations of a given species and blue indicates the regions of lowest concentrations. Figure 4.10(c) depicts a 2-dimensional slice of the correlation field generated between the gradients of these two chemical species. In this image, red regions indicate strong positive correlation, blue regions indicate strong negative correlation and green regions indicate regions where there is little to no correlation.

Figure 4.9 depicts isosurfaces of increasing concentrations of $H_2O$ that have been colored by values from the correlation field derived from $O_2$ and $HO_2$ (see Figure 4.10(c)). These rendered isosurfaces exhibit striations (i.e. bands of negative, zero, and positive correlation) in the correlation field. With increasing concentrations of $H$, correlation is shown to increase within each striation. This behavior suggests that $H$ concentration is positively correlated with the $O_2$-$HO_2$ correlation.

A possible explanation for the positive correlations, exhibited across striations of negative, zero, and positive correlation, is that in the hydrogen dataset, unlike the methane dataset, burning occurs unevenly along the isotherms. Such variations in combustion influence both the rates of reactions and the locations of reaction fronts. As such, transitions in correlation are expected to occur at different concentrations in the isosurfaces of $H_2O$ (as Figure 4.9 seems to depict).
Figure 4.11: These images depict increasing (a) through (f) iso-concentrations of hydrogen radicals (H) colored by values from the correlation field of oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}) and perhydroxyl radical (HO\textsubscript{2}) (see Figure 4.10(c)). Each isosurface exhibits striations in the correlation field (i.e. bands of negative, zero, and positive correlation), and as H concentration increases, correlation increases within each striation (i.e. negative correlation tends to become positive). This behavior suggests that H concentration is itself positively correlated with the O\textsubscript{2}-HO\textsubscript{2} correlation. Image (f) indicates the simultaneous existence of near-zero correlation (i.e. high entropy) and high H concentrations; in Section 4.5.2 I hypothesize that this combination is a driving force in the reaction shown in Equation 9.
Observe the areas of highest entropy (green) on isosurfaces of medium $H_2O$ concentration in Figures 4.9(b), (c), and (d). These areas indicate the regions in which the reaction from Equation 10 is most likely to occur. Note that for higher-concentration $H_2O$ isosurfaces (Figures 4.9(e) and (f)), entropy has decreased, corresponding to high positive correlation between $O_2$ and $HO_2$.

These observations suggest that areas of high $H_2O$ production are not necessarily areas of high $H_2O$ concentration; this indicates that $H_2O$ is being moved by some means away from the primary reaction area. Alternatively, this may suggest that there are additional $H_2O$-producing reactions (beside that shown in Equation 10) driving the production of water. Having made this observation, it would be instructive to visually explore additional correlation fields, constructed from species involved in other $H_2O$-producing reactions.

In Figure 4.11, isosurfaces of increasing $H$ concentration are shown. Isosurfaces of $H$, similar to $H_2O$, highlight striations in the correlation field that increase in correlation within each striation as the concentration of $H$ increases. These changes in correlation (from negative to positive), that coincide with the increasing concentrations of $H$, suggest a positive correlation between $H$ concentrations and the $O_2$-$HO_2$ correlation.

Additionally, there is one significant difference between $H$ and $H_2O$ in reference to $O_2$-$HO_2$ correlation. Figure 4.9 suggests that the reaction in Equation 10 is unable to drive $H_2O$ concentrations to their highest values. In Figure 4.11(f), however, the highest concentrations of $H$ correspond to regions of high entropy (i.e. near-zero correlation). This is significant because the simultaneous existence of high entropy with high concentrations of $H$ suggests that (f) highlights a region in which Equation 9 consumes significant amounts of $H$ and produces a significant amount of $HO_2$.

### 4.6 Summary

In this chapter I have presented a method for exploring and identifying variable interactions within the solution space of a query. One of the limitations of this method, which I discuss in more detail in Section 7.3.1, is that this strategy can only identify meaningful trends between, at most, three variables; i.e. one variable and a correlation field constructed between two other variables. In the next part of this dissertation, Chapter 5, I present a domain-agnostic, statistics-based
framework that can identify important trends between any number of variables constrained by the query. I show how the information obtained from this framework can be used to help refine the constraints expressed over variables in a scientist’s query.
Chapter 5

An Application of Multivariate Statistical Analysis for Query-Driven Visualization

5.1 Introduction

Scientific visualization accelerates the discovery process in contemporary science by transforming abstract data into a visual representation that readily conveys comprehensible, meaningful information to the scientist. In the scientific discovery process, Butler et al. [22] identify three functional modalities for visualization use: visual-discovery, visualization-based analysis, and presentation visualization.

Discovery visualization strategies, which are employed early in the investigatory process, are designed to uncover new trends or features in data where the scientist is unsure—due to the complexity of the data or the undefined nature of the event being studied—what trends or anomalies to look for. Such strategies typically demand a great deal of I/O bandwidth and computation to support high levels of user interactivity. Analytical visualization strategies serve to help the scientist confirm the presence or absence of known features and trends in data. As visual analysis applications do not support the exploratory or interactive functionality of visual-discovery strategies, they are typically implemented as non-interactive, post-processing functions that possess comparatively low
I/O demands. Visualization’s final role in the discovery process, i.e. presentation visualization, is to aid the scientist in conveying the characteristic trends observed in the data to others.

One of the most significant challenges faced by contemporary science is the explosive growth of ever-larger, increasingly complex information. Managing this mass of increasing information and deriving knowledge or insight from this data are the two most significant bottlenecks impeding discovery visualization and the scientific discovery process [71].

Query-based strategies, like Query-Driven Visualization (QDV), present one way to help address these challenges. QDV is a discovery visualization strategy that couples scalable database technologies with visualization techniques to efficiently manage large-scale data, perform rapid data analysis, and support unconstrained, interactive exploration of scientific data [96, 110–112]. The term “Query-Driven Visualization” refers to the strategy of restricting computation and cognitive workloads exclusively to records defined to be “interesting” by the scientist. This strategy is realized through the evaluation of user-specified, multidimensional Boolean range queries—e.g. \((temperature < 1200) \text{AND} (pressure > 2.4)\)—that rapidly filter away large portions of non-pertinent data, and allow smaller, more interesting subsets of data to be efficiently analyzed and visualized.

Query-based visualization research successfully addresses many important areas such as scalability and performance [38, 96], visualizing multitemporal data [37, 40], applying QDV strategies to adaptively meshed domains [40], addressing uncertainty in multivariate queries [37], and extending query-based strategies to address the challenges of visualizing function field data [4]. Researchers have also successfully combined domain-specific knowledge with QDV, e.g., to study network traffic [18] or combustion flame fronts [39].

Comparatively little work, however, has been performed on the explicit study of QDV solutions, i.e. the set of records selected by a scientist’s multidimensional Boolean range query. This underdeveloped area of research highlights a central problem in QDV: while solutions to range queries can help scientists identify interesting visual features, trends, or anomalies within their data, existing query-based research offers little assistance in helping scientists to better understand these events. The challenge is to extend the strengths of QDV with new analysis methods that can help QDV users better understand the solutions to their queries. Such strategies are essential for scientists to progress from stages of discovery visualization to stages of visual analysis and presentation.
This work extends the utility of QDV with a statistical framework that enables scientists to attain greater levels of insight into the features and anomalies identified by QDV applications. With this framework, QDV users can identify:

- the individual significance (e.g. central statistical tendencies and important trends) of each variable to the query’s solution in the comparative context of all other variables constrained by the query;
- the salient joint trends (i.e. trends based on the behavior and interaction of all variables combined) that are characteristically important to understanding the query’s solution; and,
- how to adjust individual variable constraints in a query to focus on, or exclude, these newly identified trends in subsequent searches.

The new insight provided by this statistical framework will help to accelerate scientists from stages of visual-discovery into stages of visual analysis and presentation.

In this framework, the “statistical structure” of a query is composed of two statistical measures: a global measure that takes into account all variables constrained by the query, and a segmentation, which is based on the localized statistical contribution of all variables to the query’s solution.

The global measure is comprised of the estimated joint distribution of the query’s solution space. Exploring this joint distribution allows QDV users to interactively explore their query’s solution and visually identify the regions where the combined behavior of constrained variables is most important or interesting to their search. To provide further insight into the query’s joint distribution, I introduce a new segmentation strategy that extends the distribution estimation analysis by visually conveying the individual importance of each variable to these regions of high statistical significance. The global and localized measures, when integrated together, facilitate a means for refining variable constraints expressed in the QDV user’s query. This framework addresses a critical need in query-based research by providing a domain-agnostic approach that solidifies a path for discovery visualization users to take in order to begin understanding the events and anomalies they have identified in their data.

The main contributions of this work include the following:
I introduce a statistics-based framework that extends the utility of QDV strategies by helping users to better understand the solutions to their queries. The core of this framework is based on a strategy that integrates non-parametric distribution estimation techniques with a new segmentation strategy to visually identify statistically important variable trends—both individual variable trends and joint trends for groups of variables—within the solution space of a query.

I show how users can use the information obtained from the query’s joint distribution and segmentation to refine the constraints over individual variables in a multivariate query.

I demonstrate these methods across data from different application domains. Furthermore, I perform all statistical data processing on the graphics processing unit (GPU) to facilitate quick response times for the QDV user.

In the next section, I discuss work that is germane to my efforts. In Section 5.3 I present the statistical processing framework and approach for creating surfaces and segmentations of query solutions. This surfacing and segmentation enables meaningful query visualization and analysis, as I show in Section 5.4. I conclude by addressing important implementation issues, with a discussion of GPU implementation and performance in Section 5.5.

5.2 Previous Work

5.2.1 Distribution Estimation in Image Processing and Computer Vision

In the image processing community, distribution functions and methods for estimating distributions, e.g., kernel density estimates (KDE) [85, 88], are used primarily for image classification—i.e. a Boolean segmentation of the image into regions of interest and regions of non-interest. For example, Zhang and Yang [118] utilize KDE and statistical analysis to detect and isolate moving objects of interest, e.g. pedestrians, cars, etc., from streaming images. Liu et al. [65] also demonstrate a KDE-based probabilistic framework for image classification. They use probability distribution functions based on a hybrid KDE and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to isolate moving objects from movie frames while simultaneously removing artifacts like shadows and obstructing foreground.
Mean shift clustering [24, 36, 116], which is based on the mean shift procedure presented by Fukunaga and Hostetler [34], is a common, non-parametric segmentation technique used in computer vision research to facilitate feature space analysis. In mean shift clustering, the feature space of the image is modeled by its estimated joint distribution (obtained through KDE methods). Comaniciu and Meer [24] show that the dense regions in the feature space of the image directly correspond to local maxima in the image’s estimated joint distribution. Segmentation of the image is realized by assigning pixels in feature space to the modality nearest the pixel in the image’s estimated joint distribution. There is thus one unique segment in the image for every unique local maxima in the image’s distribution estimate.

A fundamental difference between the segmentation generated by mean shift clustering and my segmentation strategy is that mean shift clustering is driven by the gradient of the estimated joint distribution, whereas my segmentation is based on the localized statistical significance each variable plays in constructing the joint distribution. Hence, mean shift clustering is a post-process performed after the KDE calculation, and my segmentation is obtained during the process of calculating the KDE. In Section 5.3.3 I discuss this difference more thoroughly when I introduce my segmentation procedure.

### 5.2.2 Distributions in Visualization

In the visualization community distribution functions, e.g. histograms [54], support and facilitate a wide variety of tasks. For example, the volume reconstruction equation used in splatting utilizes a distribution function to calculate and spread the color contribution a given voxel makes to a pixel region in screen space [105]. Westover [106] shows the model used to construct the splatting distribution function (e.g. Gaussian, bilinear) dramatically influences the quality of the rendered image during the splatting process. Crawfis and Max [26] present a cubic spline function for splatting that supports both accurate rendering from all viewing directions and generates images superior to those rendered with a Gaussian distribution kernel. Mueller et al. [72] use distribution kernels of varying size, where the kernel size is based on a given voxel’s distance to the viewing plane, to effectively ameliorate aliasing artifacts in splatting. This type of approach is particularly effective when the volume resolution is higher than the image resolution.
Histograms are also used extensively in volume rendering. Ledergerber et al. [60] utilize a moving least squares method to reconstruct the underlying distribution of a series of data points along a single ray. They use the reconstructed distribution to volume render high-quality images with accurate shading. Kniss et al. [59] combine the underlying distribution functions of scalar data values with data attributes, such as gradient magnitude, to derive 2D and 3D transfer functions. These transfer functions provide a powerful and intuitive way to rapidly isolate important visual features (e.g. surfaces) in multivariate data that are not able to be isolated with simple 1D transfer functions. Finally, Lundstrom et al. [67] combine user domain knowledge, in the form of local histogram criteria, into a certainty-based classification strategy to create transfer functions for direct volume rendering. They apply their strategy on magnetic resonance data and show that their constructed transfer functions clearly detect and separate important tissues of interest, e.g. liver, spleen, kidney, during volume rendering.

Recently, the direct relationship between isosurface complexity, histogram distributions, and geometric statistics (i.e., the area, volume, and gradient magnitude corresponding to the surface of a given isovalue) has been established by Carr et al. [23] and Scheidegger et al. [90]. Scheidegger et al. show that isosurface statistics and histograms converge to the same results. They extend this finding by showing how their techniques can be seen as a way to calculate expectations of random variables on isosurfaces. Bajaj et al. [9] compute geometric statistics of isolines and isosurfaces and display them in an interface to assist users performing discovery visualization tasks. In this work, contour trees are used to provide global structure to the observed statistical measures in order to provide visual cues to the user about interesting and important isovalues in scalar data. This work presents an excellent tool to guide scientists tasked with visual discovery. Unfortunately, as the authors’ strategy focuses on scalar field data, the work does not immediately lend itself to the challenges of visualizing multivariate data; for example, the important trends observed between multiple variables in high dimensional data.

Linsen et al. [63] focus on feature space analysis for Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) simulations with a d-dimensional binning strategy to estimate distributions for SPH-based scattered data. The resulting distribution gives rise to a hierarchical distribution-based clustering of feature space. However, in comparison to my approach, their method cannot be used to examine the influence individual variables have in the distribution or the distribution generated by the specific
Figure 5.1: This figure depicts a typical cell-based rendering used to visualize query solutions in query-driven visualization. In this image, regions of low pressure (green, at center) and high pressure (blue) are visualized for a query that selects regions where pressure is less than -1500 Pascal, or above 250 Pascal.

subset contained in a query’s solution set.

Query-driven visualization offers a rich setting in which to employ distribution functions for analysis. In the following section I apply a statistics-based framework to generate a joint distribution function for a query’s solution. I use this distribution to construct accurate surfaces that indicate where important regions of interest lie within the solution space of the query. I also generate a segmentation, based on the contributing distribution of all variables, in order to isolate and visualize important statistical features of interest from the query. This segmentation can be used to help refine variable constraints in the query in order to further investigate regions of interest.

5.3 Method

Query-driven visualization is based upon the evaluation and direct visualization of queries over large scientific data [96]. Queries typically take the form of Boolean range constraints upon individual variables of multivariate data. The “solution” to a query are the regions of a dataset for which the variables satisfy the range constraints.

Consider a function $f : R^3 \rightarrow R^d$, and a query comprised of lower and upper limits, $a$ and
respectively, upon the range of $f$. The solution $Q$ to the query may then be defined as:

$$Q := \{ p \in \mathbb{R}^3 : a \leq x \leq b \},$$

where $a, b \in \mathbb{R}^d$, and $x$ is the vector of variable values associated with point $p$, e.g. $f(p) = x = (x_0, \ldots, x_d)$. The solution set $Q$ then corresponds to all the points in the spatial domain for which $a_i \leq x_i \leq b_i$ for $i \in (0, \ldots, d)$.

Classically, query solution sets have been visualized by using a straightforward depiction of their data constituents (i.e. points or cells). This visualization is carried out by rendering each cell that passes the query as a hexahedral cube [40, 96], or a solid sphere [37]. An example of this type of rendering is shown in Figure 5.1. In this image, regions of low pressure and high pressure are observed in a hurricane dataset. These regions correspond to areas where pressure is less than -1500 Pascal (green at center), or above 250 Pascal (blue).

Isosurfaces too can be used to visualize query solution sets by defining $h : \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow [0, 1]$:

$$(h \circ f)(p) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } p \notin Q \\ 1 & \text{if } p \in Q \end{cases}$$

Visualizing the surface $(h \circ f)^{-1}(0.5)$ can approximate the boundary containing $Q$ with a single surface and more smoothly than cell or sphere-based renderings.

In this approach, however, by estimating the joint distribution of the $p \in Q$, I can provide both a single, accurate surface that depicts the query’s boundary, and also provide information to the QDV user that enables them to better understand their query’s solution, and refine the constraints of their query.

The foundation of this method is the computation of the underlying joint variable distribution for multivariate data within a query solution (Section 5.3.1). Using this joint distribution estimate, I describe the construction of surfaces from the distribution fields (Section 5.3.2). Finally, I define a segmentation of the query solution based on the localized, statistical significance each variable plays in constructing the joint distribution (Section 5.3.3).
5.3.1 Distribution Estimation for Queries

I begin query analysis by constructing a distribution estimation for the multivariate solution space of a query. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) can be applied to develop a statistical model of the underlying functional behaviour of multiple samples from one or more variables. Consider a set of \( N \) observed data samples \( x^0, x^1, \ldots, x^N \) from a function \( f : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \). The estimation \( \hat{f} \) for the underlying distribution of \( f \) is:

\[
\hat{f}(x) = \frac{1}{Nh} \sum_{i=1}^{N} K \left( \frac{x - x^i}{h} \right),
\]

(5.1)

where \( h \) is the kernel bandwidth parameter for smoothing, and \( K \) is a Gaussian kernel:

\[
K(x) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \exp\left(-\frac{x^2}{2}\right).
\]

(5.2)

To determine the kernel bandwidth parameter, I employ an adaptive estimate spread method [92]. This method has been shown to work well for unimodal distributions, while not over-smoothing features in multimodal distributions:

\[
h := 0.9 \left( \min \left( \sigma^2, \frac{R}{1.34} \right) \right) N^{-\frac{1}{4}},
\]

(5.3)

where \( \sigma^2 \) and \( R \) are the standard deviation and inner quartile range for the data samples, respectively.

In this work I apply KDE over the solution set of a query. Thus the data samples are the multivariate values \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \) corresponding to the points \( p \in Q \). Correspondingly, I must construct the joint distribution estimate over multivariate data samples, where the multivariate KDE is defined:

\[
\hat{f}(x) = \frac{1}{N \prod_{j=1}^{d} h_j} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \prod_{j=1}^{d} K \left( \frac{x_j - x^i_j}{h_j} \right).
\]

(5.4)

Here I use unique, per-variable kernel bandwidth parameters \( h_j \) computed using equation 5.3 to evaluate this multivariate Gaussian kernel.

5.3.2 Visualizing Queries Using Their Distribution

Previous QDV surfaces (Figure 5.1) have presented a “blocky”, binary separation of space due to a lack of interpolation away from points returned by the query engine [96]. In the previous
section I defined the construction of distribution estimates for a multivariate query’s solution space. Now, I utilize these estimates to define surfaces that bound query regions.

From a joint distribution estimate, a new scalar field \( g : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) is formed, where \( g \) maps all elements \( p \in Q \) to their distribution values computed in equation 5.4. Elements outside the solution set, i.e. \( p \notin Q \), are set to zero because they do not contribute to the query’s underlying distribution:

\[
g(p) = \begin{cases} 
\hat{f}(f(p)) & \text{if } p \in Q, \\
0 & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases}
\]

I use the clamped distribution estimate field \( g \) to construct surfaces that contain the solution space of the query. To generate a surface that bounds the query solution, observe that there will be some element \( p^{min} \in Q \) with a minimum, non-zero distribution value. The solution to the query may then be visualized by the isosurface \( g(p^{min})^{-1} \). I refer to such a surface as the “minimum distribution surface,” and denote it simply as \( S_{min} \). Because I map multivariate data samples to a scalar kernel density estimates (KDE), I can visualize query surfaces with common isosurfacing algorithms such as Marching Cubes [66] or raycasting.

Given \( g : \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \), it is possible to visualize surfaces corresponding to higher distribution values than \( S_{min} \), with the goal of query analysis and refinement. Surfaces formed from increasingly higher distribution values will contain the regions for which data samples are more representative of the total data selected by the user’s query. By examining these surfaces, the user is able to refine their variable constraints intuitively in a visual manner, and without losing the information critical to their query.

I illustrate this refinement procedure in Figure 5.2. Fig 5.2(b) shows the estimated distribution constructed from elements \( p \in Q \) by a query selecting regions of low pressure in a hurricane dataset: pressure \( \leq -1500 \) Pascal. Exploring this distribution with isosurfaces corresponding to increasing distribution values can help the user to locate new visual features and refine the constraints of the original query. I illustrate this constraint refinement in Figure 5.2(a): observe the surface corresponding to the original query’s solution for low pressure in the bottom image (blue). This surface corresponds to the minimum distribution surface \( S_{min} \). Using transparency, I show the effect
Figure 5.2: This figure visualizes distribution data calculated from a query that selects regions of low pressure in a hurricane dataset; pressure $\leq -1500$ Pascal. Figure 5.2(a) shows specific isosurfaces corresponding to distribution values in this data: (clockwise from upper left) 0.015, 0.05, 0.08, and 0.12. Note the region this query captures can also be seen in Figure 5.1 as the green “dome” feature. The histogram in Figure 5.2(b) relates these increasing distribution values to an increasingly refined range of values contained in the query.
of examining surfaces for distribution values greater than $S_{\text{min}}$; moving up from the bottom image in Figure 5.2(a), elements with distribution values greater than 0.05 (blue-green), 0.08 (green), and 0.12 (red). Note that these isosurfaces also correspond to selecting an increasingly smaller subset of points $p \in Q$ with high distribution values. From Figure 5.2(b) I show that these subsets also correspond to an increasingly tighter range of values for pressure. With this type of exploration, the user can visually explore the solution (i.e. distribution) of their query to obtain information regarding the distribution behavior of its variables.

5.3.3 Multivariate Query Segmentation

When visualizing an estimated joint distribution constructed from equation 5.4, localized regions containing high distribution values can be the result of a single variable’s contribution, or the cumulative contribution of several variables. To generate deeper insight into the query solution and help the user better understand regions of local maxima and minima in the joint distribution, I employ a strategy of feature analysis through segmentation.

There are many multi-labeled data segmentation algorithms [11, 51, 55, 75], but the most effective and common segmentation employed for the analysis of KDE is non-parametric mean shift clustering [24]. While mean shift clustering can classify and reveal distinct and major modalities in a distribution, it can’t generate insight into the important variable trends occurring within these regions. For example, given a specific local maxima, or a group of maxima, in a query’s joint distribution, a scientist may be interested in knowing:

- Are all variables constrained by the query well represented in these distribution features, or only certain ones? If certain variables are predominant, which ones and how predominant?

- Conversely, if a variable’s distribution is not strongly contributing to specific modalities in the estimated joint distribution, where is this variable’s distribution most predominant in contributing to the query’s KDE?

Mean shift clustering can’t generate enough insight to answer these questions, it can only identify the regions where the joint behavior of variables is significant. Hence, for Query-Driven Visualization (QDV) applications, mean shift clustering can’t help the scientist progress from stages of visual discovery into stages of visual analysis and presentation.
To help answer these questions and generate deeper insight into the query’s joint distribution, I present a new segmentation strategy based on each variable’s individual contribution to the query’s KDE. Let $\hat{f}_j$ denote the estimated univariate distribution of the $j$th variable. I then extract the portion of the query solution $Q_j$ associated with variable $j$ as:

$$Q_j := \{ p \in Q | \hat{f}_j(x) > \hat{f}_k(x) \ \forall k \neq j \}.$$ 

Taken together, the subsets $Q_0, \ldots, Q_d$ form a partition of the query solution set $Q$. Note that in computing the joint distribution estimate in equation 5.4, the univariate distributions can be obtained by accumulating the individual Gaussian inner product terms for each $j$—thus the segmentation is obtained efficiently, with minimal additional overhead for computation and storage.

**Interpreting Segmented Regions**

From a high level the segmented regions visually convey—in the comparative context of all other variables constrained by the query—the individual significance of each variable to the query’s solution. Visualizing segments concurrently by using isosurfaces (see Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.7 in Section 5.4) or direct volume rendering shows where the distribution of each variable is most important in defining the visual feature, trend, or anomaly the scientist has discovered.

Segmented regions, when visualized concurrently with local maxima regions in the query’s KDE (see Fig 5.9), indicate which variables predominantly contribute to statistically important features in the query’s joint distribution. Contrariwise, if a variable distribution is not strongly contributing to specific modalities in the estimated joint distribution, segmented regions can also indicate where a variable’s distribution is most predominant in contributing to the query’s KDE. I illustrate this strategy in Section 5.4.2 with a methane combustion dataset to show that regions corresponding to high distribution values in the query are predominantly influenced by temperature and $CO_2$ behavioral trends, and not trends due to pressure.

From a low level, the corresponding range of values for the $p \in Q_j$ contain a subset of values for the variable $j$ that are important and significant for the user. To attain greater insight from the segmented regions, it is therefore important to consider the univariate distribution (i.e. histogram) of each variable $j$ as found throughout the query’s solution space $Q$, versus the vari-
able’s segmented region $Q_j$. In this analysis I employ the univariate distribution estimates $\hat{f}_j$ for each segmented region as it is defined exclusively to $Q_j$ and visualize the corresponding minimum distribution surfaces to represent each segmented region. As I show in Section 5.4.1, it is often the case that the distribution obtained for $Q_j$ isolates distribution modalities from $Q$. This observation can then be used to perform multivariate query refinement. More specifically, it is possible to refine constraints over variable $j$ to focus upon or exclude a modality isolated in $Q_j$. I illustrate this refinement strategy in Section 5.4.1 on a hurricane dataset. In this example, I refine an initial query by using a modality isolated in temperature’s segmented region.

I now apply this strategy—using KDE, segmentation, and query refinement—to two separate datasets to demonstrate its utility in generating greater insight for query-based discovery visualization strategies (Section 5.4).

5.4 Visualization Applications and Analysis

I apply my new method to two datasets and demonstrate the ability to generate surfaces that bind the query’s solution and perform distribution-based segmentation. In the first example, this segmentation is utilized to refine the constraints expressed in the query.

5.4.1 Hurricane Dataset

This dataset was generated by a simulation modeling a hurricane over a 48 hour period. This dataset consists of 13 variables over a grid size of 300 x 300 x 90. In this experiment, I evaluate a query that selects all cells where records contain both low pressure, low wind velocity and fall in a broad range of temperature: pressure $\leq$ -350 Pascal AND velocity $\leq$ 10 mph AND -70 $\leq$ temperature $\leq$ 20 Celsius. The constraining characteristics of this query roughly approximate the features that classify the hurricane’s eye in this dataset. In my analysis, I will analyze the variable-based segmentation of this region, and demonstrate my approach for multivariate query refinement.

I apply my method to the set of points that have been selected by the query after intersecting the regions of low pressure, low velocity, and broad temperature. For illustrative purposes, I show in Figure 5.3 slices through the hurricane’s velocity (left) and pressure (right) scalar fields. Temperature is not depicted as the query selects all points based on values for temperature.
Figure 5.3: Slices through the velocity (left) and pressure (right) scalar fields of the hurricane dataset. In Section 5.4.1 I utilize these variables in a query that selects regions of low velocity and low pressure.

In Figure 5.4(a), I show the query solution set $Q$ visualized by the minimum distribution surface $S_{\text{min}}$. Here I render surfaces using a traditional Marching Cubes implementation over the raw data of the scalar joint distribution field. The surface itself roughly resembles the center of the hurricane event. Note that the query is rather selective and that the mesh resolution over this feature is relatively low.

I next visualize the segmentation obtained when constructing the joint distribution for this query. In Figures 5.4(b) and 5.4(c), I show the results of the segmentation performed on the query’s solution set. In these images there are three well defined visual regions of interest. The blue region in Figure 5.4(b) corresponds to the areas where pressure’s univariate distribution contributes the most to the query’s joint distribution. Correspondingly, the green regions indicate areas where velocity plays the most significant influence in raising the values of the query’s joint distribution. In comparison to these larger surfaces, Figure 5.4(c) depicts a smaller, red surface at the center of the query’s solution set. This region corresponds to the areas where temperature plays the most significant role in contributing to query’s joint distribution.
Figure 5.4: These images depict the surface surrounding a query’s solution set in (a), as well as the segmentation based on predominant distribution contributions within this query region. (b) shows the regions where pressure (blue), and velocity (green) contribute most significantly to the joint distribution. In (c) I show, with the segmented region of velocity rendered transparent, the region (red) where temperature contributes most significantly to the joint distribution. Images (d) and (e) depict the result of refining the original query shown in (a) with the distribution information gathered for temperature obtained in (c). Here (d) shows where temperature is less than 0 degrees Celsius in the query region, and (e) shows the regions where temperature is between 0 and 20 degrees Celsius in the query region.
Figure 5.5: Based on the example in Section 5.4.1, these histograms illustrate (top to bottom) the univariate distributions of pressure, velocity, and temperature in the hurricane dataset as found through a query region (left column) and the regions where the respective variables are predominant in the approximated joint distribution (right column) for the query. Note that the two histograms (i.e. distributions) for temperature display vastly different modalities; in Section 5.4.1 I use this isolated range of data to direct refinement of query constraints.
Analysis

I interpret the significance of these visualizations by analyzing the univariate distribution of each variable as it is defined within the variable’s segmented region, versus the query’s solution set.

The left column in Figure 5.5 shows the individual distributions of pressure (top), velocity (middle), and temperature (bottom) as they are found within the query’s solution set. These histograms indicate that for this solution set, values above -1500 Pascal for pressure, above 5 mph for velocity, and below -50 degrees Celsius may play a predominant role in generating the query’s joint distribution. I compare these distributions to those found in each variable’s segmentation, shown at right in Figure 5.5.

In comparison to the distributions observed for pressure and velocity, the distribution for temperature’s segmented region (bottom right in Figure 5.5) demonstrates the isolation of a distinct modality from the distribution of temperature observed through the query’s solution space (bottom left in Figure 5.5). Specifically, the values for which temperature’s univariate distribution most influences the joint distribution of the query are the range of values between 0 and 20 degrees Celsius. The strength of utilizing distribution-based segmentation is displayed in this example as the range of values from 0–20 degrees Celsius is obscured in temperature’s observed univariate distribution in the query’s solution space.

If the user was interested in further exploring this feature, the distribution of temperature’s segmented region indicates a clear range of values for refining the query: $0 \leq \text{temperature} \leq 20$. Resubmitting the original query with this added constraint now isolates this region, as demonstrated by the new surface shown in Figure 5.4(d). Alternatively, if the user was interested in excluding this feature from the query, the user could use the same range of values to exclude this feature as shown in Figure 5.4(e).

5.4.2 Methane Dataset

I apply my distribution and segmentation method to a query that analyzes a combustion dataset modeling a lean, premixed turbulent methane flame. This dataset incorporates 20 chemical species and 6 different physical properties (velocity, temperature, pressure, etc.). The simulation
Figure 5.6: Slices taken for three variables of the methane combustion dataset. Depicted are pressure (top left), temperature (top right), and carbon dioxide (bottom). I utilize these variables for analysis in Section 5.4.2.
Figure 5.7: These images are visualized from a methane combustion dataset. The image at top left depicts a distribution-based surface that surrounds a query’s solution set. The images at top right and bottom illustrate the segmentation for this query’s joint distribution based on the maximal distribution of each variable’s contribution. The figure at top right shows the regions where pressure (blue), and temperature (green) contribute most significantly to the joint distribution of the query. The figure at bottom highlights the segmented region where CO$_2$ (red) contributes most significantly to the joint distribution.
Figure 5.8: These histograms illustrate (top to bottom) the individual distributions of pressure, temperature, and concentration of Carbon Dioxide (CO₂) in the Methane Combustion dataset as found through the query region (left column) and the regions where the respective variables are predominant in the approximated joint distribution (right column). Note the histograms for each variable in the right column are more refined than those based on the entire query region (left column); specifically, major peaks for variables in the left column left have a higher relative distribution in the right column. Thus the blue (pressure), red (temperature), and green (Carbon Dioxide) colored regions in Figure 5.7 (center and right) are the areas where there is a narrow and refined range of values for each respective variable.
itself is simulated on a grid of size $300 \times 300 \times 300$.

In this example, I utilize my method to analyze the data points selected from a query that constrains regions of high pressure, high temperature, and regions where the molecular concentration of $CO_2$ are above trace levels: pressure $\geq 2$ atmospheres AND temperature $\geq 1000$ Celsius AND $CO_2 \geq 1.0^{-8}$. The chemical species $CO_2$ is a final product of the combustion process of methane. The intent of this query is to extract data that can provide insight into how regions of increasing pressure and temperature within the combustion region propagate this chemical species throughout the flame.

The respective variables constrained by the query are depicted in Figure 5.6. In this figure, I show slices through the combustion data’s pressure (top left), temperature (top right), and $CO_2$ concentration scalar fields (bottom).

**Analysis**

At the top image in Figure 5.7, I show the minimum distribution surface for the query. In the next series of images I show the segmentation obtained during the construction of the query’s joint distribution. In the middle and lower images in Figure 5.7, the blue surface indicates the region where pressure contributes most to the query’s joint distribution. Correspondingly, the red surface indicates the regions where $CO_2$ fundamentally increases the query’s distribution. Wrapped between $CO_2$ and pressure, the segmented region for temperature is shown in green.

I next observe the univariate distributions for each variable with respect to the query’s solution space, and each variable’s respective segmentation region. The left column in Figure 5.8 shows the individual distributions of pressure (top), temperature (middle), and $CO_2$ (bottom) as they are found within the query’s solution set. I compare these distributions to those found in each variable’s segmentation, shown at right in Figure 5.8.

Though not as pronounced as the hurricane example, each variable’s univariate distribution for their respective segmentation regions is subtly more refined. For example, a second modality (top right) has emerged for pressure in Figure 5.8 at the range of 3 atmospheres. Also, temperature and $CO_2$ have no distribution for values less than 1800 Celsius and 0.1 respectively (unlike the distributions shown at left in Figure 5.8).

In Figure 5.9, I apply the strategy discussed in Section 5.3.2 and examine ranges of higher
distribution values in the query’s joint distribution. In this figure I show slices through the query solution’s segmented regions oriented along the X (left) and Y (right) axis. Here gray regions indicate lower distribution regions in the query’s joint distribution. Colored regions correspond to areas of higher joint distribution value where pressure (blue), temperature (green), and CO₂ (red) segmentation occurs. Note the reduced representation of pressure in these images. Contrariwise, note the predominance of temperature and CO₂ indicating these variables, and the values corresponding to each variable within its segmentation, play a more predominant role in the joint distribution.

5.5 Implementation and Performance

Query-Driven Visualization (QDV) demands components that are high-preforming with respect to computation in order to support interactivity. Distribution approximations with KDE are of order $O(N^2)$ with a straightforward implementation and can be limiting upon overall performance for large $N$. There are methods for accelerating KDE calculations using up-front preprocessing, such as the Fast Gauss Transforms [115], Fast Multipole Method [46], and tree-based strategies [44]; however, the up-front processing is typically expensive and is amortized only if the KDE is evaluated frequently over fixed data values. For QDV applications, however, new KDE must be evaluated with
Table 5.1: This table depicts the performance times, in seconds, for my GPU-based distribution approximation implementation. The axis are decreasing selectivity vs increasing variable count. Times include the time to access all raw data from CPU-memory, load the data to the GPU, compute the distribution, determine the segmentation (for multivariate queries), and write the solution back to CPU memory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables Queried</th>
<th>select 1% (seconds)</th>
<th>select 2.5% (seconds)</th>
<th>select 5% (seconds)</th>
<th>select 10% (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>109.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>227.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>23.02</td>
<td>78.7</td>
<td>301.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>97.53</td>
<td>386.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this work, I compute the KDE distribution estimates and surfaces for visualization on the GPU. My KDE computation takes as input a list of data samples that pass the query. I launch a GPU thread per data sample to evaluate the multivariate Gaussian kernel in Equation 5.4. By staying on the GPU I can exploit the inherent data parallelism of the graphics hardware to accelerate the KDE computation, in lieu of transferring the data back to main memory for CPU computation.

In measuring the performance of my implementation, there are two factors that effect performance times: increasing size for query solutions sets (i.e. decreasing the query’s selectivity), and increasing the number of variables for the joint distribution computation. I analyze these two metrics independently by analyzing increasingly larger subsets of data, in conjunction with queries that constrain an increasing number of variables. The performance for this test are presented in Table 5.1. The performance times are based on the hurricane dataset which consists of 8.1 million cells mapped to a grid of 300 X 300 x 90.

Table 5.1 indicates that my implementation follows an expected performance trend for an $O(N^2)$ algorithm. Additionally, this table shows that increasing the number of variables utilized to construct a distribution scales with an expected linear growth curve. In practice, I have found that these processing times are not prohibitive—once the KDEs have been computed, users are able to...
interactively explore different distribution surfaces and the multivariate segmentation for analysis purposes.
Part V

Conclusion
Chapter 6

Summary

This dissertation has presented new methods that significantly advance the field of query-driven visualization (QDV). Each part has addressed a specific area important to QDV: performance (Part II), extensibility (Part III), and utility (Part IV).

In Part II of this dissertation, I have addressed the challenge of employing multi-core architectures to accelerate query evaluation and rendering performance times for QDV applications. This challenge is motivated from the perspective of QDV, but also from the perspective of the database community too. More specifically, in the next decade the evolution and predominance of multi-core architectures will significantly challenge and change the way data processing is done in the database community. As CPUs rapidly continue to become more like parallel machines, new strategies must be developed that can fully utilize the increasing thread-level parallelism, and thus the processing capabilities, of these architectures.

In Part III, I have focused on the challenge of applying QDV strategies to time-varying, adaptive mesh refinement data. This challenge requires addressing the temporally dynamic properties of AMR grids as they change in refinement throughout a simulation’s duration. I have also focused on the challenge of creating temporally concurrent, multitemporal visualizations from queries that evaluate numerous timesteps in a simulation.

In the final part of this dissertation (Part IV) I have addressed the challenge of extending the utility of QDV strategies with efficient, intuitive statistical analysis techniques. Query systems have the potential to solve many large-scale visualization problems. Remarkably, little research has
been performed on the explicit study of QDV solutions. While well-characterized range queries are readily able to identify the regions where important physical events occur, e.g., combustion flame fronts, vortices, chemical reaction fronts, etc., existing query-based research offers little assistance in helping users to better understand these events. The challenge is to extend the strengths of QDV with new methods that can rapidly assist the scientist in transitioning from stages of visual-discovery into stages of visual analysis and presentation.

In the following, I briefly summarize the main novel scientific contributions that I have made to address these challenges.

In Part II, I have made several contributions to the fields of QDV and database indexing. First, I have introduced a data parallel bin-based indexing strategy (DP-BIS) for answering selection queries on multi-core architectures. I have shown that the concurrency provided by DP-BIS fully utilizes the data parallelism emerging in these architectures in order to benefit from their increasing computational capabilities. Secondly, I have presented the first strategy in database literature for answering selection queries on a GPU that utilizes encoded data. This encoding strategy facilitates a significantly better utilization of data bus bandwidth and memory resources than GPU-based strategies that rely exclusively on base data. Last, I have implemented and demonstrated DP-BIS’s performance on two commodity multi-core architectures: a multi-core CPU and a GPU. I have shown in performance tests that both implementations of DP-BIS outperform the GPU and CPU-based projection index with respect to total query response times. I have additionally shown that the GPU-based implementation of DP-BIS outperforms all index strategies with respect to computation-based times.

In Part III, I have made notable contributions to the fields of QDV and multitemporal AMR visualization. First, I have developed a new framework for doing QDV processing and visualization of time-varying AMR data. The core of this method is based upon a synchronization strategy that addresses the disparities in spatial refinement that exist between any series of timesteps in an AMR-based simulation. Secondly, I have used this framework to implement and demonstrate the first GPU-based QDV engine. Finally, I have demonstrated this framework’s utility by constructing temporally concurrent, multitemporal visualizations. These visualizations are critical in helping scientists to better understand how important events and trends (as characterized by range queries) form and change over a simulation’s duration.
In Part IV, Chapters 4 and 5, I have significantly enhanced the field of QDV by integrating efficient, intuitive statistical analysis methods into the QDV pipeline. The major contributions in Chapter 4, specifically, include techniques that extend the capabilities of QDV by providing intuitive insight in determining:

- how sets of variables in complex datasets interact throughout regions of interest, and
- the role other variables play in influencing these interactions.

In Chapter 5 I have introduced a statistics-based framework that extends the utility of QDV strategies by helping users to better understand the solutions to their queries. The core of this framework is based on a strategy that integrates non-parametric distribution estimation techniques with a new segmentation strategy to visually identify statistically important trends and features within the solution space of a query. I have shown how users can use the information obtained from the query’s joint distribution and segmentation to refine the constraints over individual variables in a multivariate query. Such information is essential for users to move from stages of visual-discovery into stages of visual analysis and presentation in the scientific discovery process.

In the remaining portion of the dissertation, I outline key areas for new research in the field of QDV. While some of these topics are directly related to the subject material presented earlier in this dissertation, others present entirely new directions of research yet to be explored.
Chapter 7

Directions For Future Research

7.1 Data Parallel Compression Strategies

In the next decade, the evolution and predominance of multi-core architectures will significantly challenge and change the way data processing is done in the database community. My Data Parallel Bin-based Indexing strategy (DP-BIS) provides a parallel indexing data structure that will scale effectively with the future increase of processor cores on multi-core architectures. However, there is much room for further research in this area.

The performance of the DP-BIS index is somewhat limited by its use of encoded data. Even though the size of this encoded data is smaller than the size of the corresponding raw data, encoded data is still too large to stream to the GPU without negatively impacting performance; the performance tests in Section 2.6 effectively demonstrate this. In my current research I am exploring data parallel compression strategies to replace the bin-based encoding used in the DP-BIS index.

In general, the “right” strategy to follow in general-computation GPU work is the strategy that calls for more computation in trade for lighter bandwidth requirements. This is because technology trends for future GPUs, and multi-core architectures in general, support an accelerated growth in computational power over bandwidth growth [82,83]. Thus any compression strategy that significantly reduces the amount of data that is streamed to the GPU, even if it is computation ally costly to implement, could provide significant performance benefits for the DP-BIS index—if not for current multi-core architectures, then perhaps for the next generation of hardware. Stated in other words, bandwidth forms the limiting factor on performance for most general-purpose GPU work,
especially for tasks that contain low arithmetic intensity (e.g. answering a query). By utilizing a compression strategy, I can lighten the constraints imposed by the CPU-GPU bandwidth bottleneck and, perhaps, maintain or even beat the performance of the current DP-BIS method.

The notion of a data parallel compression strategy, however, presents significant challenges. Claude Shannon first presented the theory of data compression in 1948 [91]. Since this time numerous compression methods have been developed, based on a wide assortment of strategies: adaptive dictionary approaches, run-length encoding, entropy encoding etc. Most of these strategies however, do not support a high level of task parallelism and thus are not suitable for parallel implementation. Compression strategies that do offer a high level of task parallelism are data lossy and are thus unsuitable for query processing.

The challenges of developing this data parallel compression strategy constitutes one of the primary works I am focusing on to extend QDV.

7.2 Challenges and Future Work for Adaptive Mesh Refinement Data

In Part III of this dissertation I present a new method for performing query-driven visualization of time-varying AMR data. With my new analysis and visualization approach, I construct multitemporal visualizations that convey and summarize important variable temporal trends, such as dispersion rates, or temporally-based central tendencies, in a single meaningful image.

One potential limitation of this method is the possibility that a large number of compositing steps could result in a composite template that becomes a representation of the entire domain at the finest level of refinement. One important observation to make in this worst-case scenario is that a fully refined composite template is not the expensive factor with respect to storage concerns. The concerns for storage arise from the synchronization of AMR timesteps with this template.

One approach I am pursuing to address this worst-case scenario is to develop methods that optimally select the timesteps synchronized in the analysis process, e.g., select the timesteps that minimize storage costs while maximizing information obtained. Such optimal selections need to be based upon the statistics of the AMR simulation itself: the temporal and spatial distribution pattern of fine-refinement cell counts, the rate at which these regions grow and diminish, etc. A second strategy I am pursuing is to utilize multiple composite templates, where each template is based
upon a unique time interval. Timesteps are then synchronized to their local template; synchronizing timesteps to a small and local temporal range should reduce storage demands. Queries are evaluated over these individual templates, and the results are then combined using a template synchronization protocol. Both these strategies form the basis of my future work.

Finally, AMR-based numerical simulations are not restricted to uniform axis-aligned grids; grids composed of curvilinear and unstructured cells also exist, though much less common. Applying my composite method to these non-tradition cases, i.e. addressing the challenge of time dependent visualization for unstructured AMR-based simulations, may present new challenges. Specifically, it is possible that these less-conventional grid structures will follow different re-gridding approaches that will not be supported by my current compositing strategy.

7.3 Statistical Analysis and Query-Driven Visualization

7.3.1 Extending Correlation Analysis Strategies

One important extension to the work I presented in Chapter 4, is the ability to visualize correlation fields that represent relationships between multiple variables. Identifying correlation between level sets colored by the values from such fields, and the correlation represented by the fields themselves, is a challenging task. I am currently exploring an approach for analyzing three variables simultaneously. In this method I construct a cone from the gradients constructed from the three variables, and use the opening angle of the cone to indicate correlation between the three variables: regions of high correlation would be indicated by small angles, where as regions of low correlation would be indicated by a 180 degree cone (i.e. a plane).

Additionally, I am exploring ways to combine the method presented in Chapter 4 with machine learning strategies. The idea would be to develop methods that allow for the automatic identification and classification of correlation between multiple variables. In this approach, users could additionally use the generated correlation data to rapidly identify important data intervals for specific variables.
7.3.2 KDE-Based Segmentation in Future Work

I present a method in Chapter 5 that uses a statistical framework to estimate the underlying distribution of data within a query’s solution. This approach allows for the construction of boundary surfaces for query regions based upon the behaviors of one or more variables. Furthermore, QDV users are able to directly visualize the structure of the query in terms of the multivariate distribution, or through a segmentation formed by the univariate distribution estimations. I demonstrate the utility of this method for QDV across two scientific datasets.

There are several avenues for extending this work. The first path I am exploring involves the use of new statistical metrics for segmenting the query’s joint density. For example, Chapter 5 exclusively demonstrates segmentation based on maximal-contributions from a collection of variables. However, my preliminary research demonstrates that important visual features are also obtained from segmentations based on a mean metric as well as a metric based on furthest outlier—i.e. the variable furthest from the mean of variable distribution values.

A second avenue I am exploring is an integration of the segmentation strategy presented in Chapter 5 with the correlation field work done in Chapter 4. In this work I use textures to convey correlation information, constructed from two or three variables, on each variable’s segmented surface. The principal challenge I am currently dealing with is how to guide the user to select the right variables to use in this strategy, and how to convey the results without overwhelming the user with too much data.
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